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MULTIPLE BERNOULLI SERIES
AND VOLUMES OF MODULI SPACES
OF FLAT BUNDLES OVER SURFACES.
VELLEDA BALDONI, ARZU BOYSAL AND MICHE`LE VERGNE
Abstract. Using Szenes formula for multiple Bernoulli series, we
explain how to compute Witten series associated to classical Lie
algebras. Particular instances of these series compute volumes of
moduli spaces of flat bundles over surfaces, and also certain mul-
tiple zeta values.
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Introduction
Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space, and Λ a lattice in V .
We denote the dual of Λ by Γ.
We consider a finite sequence of vectors Φ lying in Λ, and let Γreg(Φ) =
{γ ∈ Γ| 〈φ, γ〉 6= 0, for all φ ∈ Φ} be the set of regular elements in Γ
relative to Φ.
In this paper we compute
(0.0.1) B(Φ,Λ)(v) =
∑
γ∈Γreg(Φ)
e〈2iπv,γ〉∏
φ∈Φ 〈2iπφ, γ〉
,
a function on the torus V/Λ. This sum, if not absolutely convergent,
has a meaning as a generalized function. If Φ generates V , then B(Φ,Λ)
is piecewise polynomial (see [13]).
For example, for V = Re1⊕Re2 with standard lattice Λ = Ze1+Ze2,
if we choose Φ = [e1, e1, e2, e1 + e2, e1 − e2], then
B(Φ,Λ)(v1e1+v2e2) =
′∑
n1,n2
e2iπ(v1n1+v2n2)
(2iπn1)2(2iπn2)(2iπ(n1 + n2))(2iπ(n1 − n2))
,
where the summation
∑′ means that we sum only over the integers
n1 and n2 such that n1n2(n1 + n2)(n1 − n2) 6= 0. The expression for
B(Φ,Λ)(v1e1 + v2e2) as a piecewise polynomial function of v1 and v2
(of degree 5) is given in Section 2, Equation (2.5.4).
We call B(Φ,Λ) the multiple Bernoulli series associated to Φ and Λ.
Multiple Bernoulli series have been extensively studied by A. Szenes
([13],[14]). They are natural generalizations of Bernoulli series: for
V = Rω, Λ = Zω and Φk = [ω, ω, . . . , ω], where ω is repeated k times
with k > 0, the function
B(Φk,Λ)(tω) =
∑
n 6=0, n∈Z
e2iπnt
(2iπn)k
is equal to − 1
k!
B(k, {t}) where B(k, t) denotes the kth Bernoulli poly-
nomial in variable t, and {t} = t − [t] is the fractional part of t. If
k = 2g and t = 0, due to the symmetry n→ −n,
B(Φ2g,Λ)(0) = 2
1
(2iπ)2g
ζ(2g).
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From the residue theorem in one variable, for k > 0,∑
n 6=0, n∈Z
e2iπnt
(2iπn)k
= Resz=0(
1
zk
ezt
1
1− ez
).
Szenes multidimensional residue formula (see Theorem 1.33) is the
generalization of this formula to higher dimension, and it is the tool
that we use for computing B(Φ,Λ)(v) as a piecewise polynomial func-
tion.
A particular but crucial instance of multiple Bernoulli series is when
Λ is the coroot lattice of a compact connected simple Lie group G, and
Φ is comprised of positive coroots of G. The series B(Φ2g−2,Λ), where
the argument Φ2g−2 refers to taking elements of Φ with multiplicity
2g − 2, appeared in the work of E. Witten ([17], §3), where Witten
shows that its value at v = 0 is (up to a scalar depending on G and g)
the symplectic volume of the moduli space of flat G-connections on a
Riemann surface of genus g. Similarly, for a regular element v of the
Cartan Lie algebra of G, Witten shows that the value of B(Φ2g−1,Λ)(v)
is (up to a scalar depending on G and g) the symplectic volume of the
moduli space of flat G-connections on a Riemann surface of genus g
with one boundary component, around which the holonomy is deter-
mined by v.
More generally, for the above choice of Λ and Φ, when v = {v1, . . . , vs}
is a collection of s regular elements of the Cartan Lie algebra, certain
linear combinations of B(Φ2g−2+s,Λ) at some particular values (de-
pending on v) is the symplectic volume of the moduli space of flat
G-connections on a Riemann surface of genus g with s boundary com-
ponents, around which the holonomy is determined by v. Then, its
dependance on v is piecewise polynomial.
Multiple Bernoulli series have also been studied by P.E. Gunnells
and R. Sczech ([6]) in view of applications to zeta functions of real
number fields. Explicit computations of volumes of moduli spaces of
flat bundles on Riemann surfaces are also obtained in [6]. The tech-
niques they used is a generalization of the continued fraction algorithm
and is different from ours.
Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura ([7],[8],[9]) studied the
restriction of the series (0.0.1), by summing it over the cone of dominant
regular weights of a semi-simple Lie group G, and defined functions
ζ(s, v, G) (cf. Section 5.2). They also obtained relations between these
functions over Q. When Λ is the coroot lattice of a compact connected
simple Lie group G and the sequence Φ is the set of its positive coroots
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with equal even multiplicity for long roots and (possibly different) equal
even multiplicity for short roots, due to the Weyl group symmetry, the
summation B(Φ,Λ)(0) over the full (regular) weight lattice is just (up
to multiplication by an appropriate power of (2π)) Komori-Matsumoto-
Tsumura zeta function ζ(s, 0, G). Thus, the value of ζ(s, 0, G) (up to
a certain power of (2π)) is a rational number which can be computed
explicitly, and we give examples of such computations.
As it is observed in [7], some instances of the series ζ(s, v, G) also
compute certain multiple zeta values. In the last part of the article we
give various such computations of multiple zeta values using B(Φ,Λ).
Here is the outline of individual sections.
In Section 1, we recall a formula due to A. Szenes, which allows an
efficient computation of B(Φ,Λ).
In Section 2, we give an outline of an algorithm that efficiently com-
putes the needed ingredients of this formula for classical root systems.
We also give several simple examples.
In Section 3, we show how this applies to the symplectic volume
of the moduli space of flat G-connections on a Riemann surface of
genus g with s boundary components. We obtain an expression for
the symplectic volume by taking the limit of the Verlinde formula. We
then show that our formula thus obtained coincides with that of Witten
(including the constants) given in terms of the Riemannian volumes of
G and T . We also give examples of these functions.
In Sections 4 and 5, we give several examples and tables of Witten
volumes, which include some examples from [7], [8] and [9]. We give an
idea of computational limitation of our algorithm (written as a simple
Maple program) in terms of the rank of the group G and the number
of elements in Φ. Following Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto, H. Tsumura,
we also give some examples of rational multiple zeta values.
To compute more examples, our Maple program is available on the
webpage of the last author.
Finally, in the appendix, for completeness, we include a proof of
Szenes formula.
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Notations
U r-dimensional real vector space.
V dual of U ; v ∈ V .
〈 , 〉 the pairing between U and V .
Γ a lattice in U ; γ ∈ Γ.
Λ := Γ∗ dual lattice in V ; 〈Γ,Λ〉 ⊂ Z, λ ∈ Λ.
Φ a sequence of vectors in V ; φ ∈ Φ.
B(Φ,Λ) multiple Bernoulli series associated to Φ and Λ.
Hφ hyperplane in U comprising of vectors u satisfying 〈u, φ〉 = 0.
H arrangement of hyperplanes
Φeq(H) a set of equations for H.
RH ring of rational functions on U with poles along H.
SH a subspace of RH given in Definition 1.2.
GH a subspace of RH given in Definition 1.2.
R projector from RH to SH.
T (H,Λ) topes associated to the system (H,Λ); τ a tope.
B(Φeq) the set of subsets of Φeq forming a basis for V .
MH, RˆH spaces of functions defined in 1.8.
Vreg = Vreg(H,Λ) subset of V regular with respect to (H,Λ).
1. Szenes formula for multiple Bernoulli series
1.1. Functions on complement of hyperplanes. In this subsec-
tion, U is an r-dimensional complex vector space, and we recall briefly
some structure theorems for the ring of rational functions that are reg-
ular on the complement of a union of hyperplanes [4].
Let V be the dual vector space to U . If φ ∈ V , we denote by
Hφ = {u ∈ U ; 〈φ, u〉 = 0}.
Let H = {H1, . . . , HN} be a set of hyperplanes in U . Then, we may
choose φk ∈ V such that Hk = Hφk ; the element φk will be called an
equation of Hk. Clearly, an equation φk is not unique, it is determined
up to a nonzero scalar multiple.
We consider
UH := {u ∈ U ; 〈φk, u〉 6= 0 for all k },
an open subset of U . An element of UH will be called regular.
Definition 1.1. We denote by S(V ) the symmetric algebra of V and
identify it with the ring of polynomial functions on U .
We denote by RH the ring of regular rational functions on U that
are regular on UH. That is, the ring generated by S(V ) together with
inverses of the linear forms φk defining H.
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The ring D(U) of differential operators on U with polynomial coeffi-
cients acts on RH. In particular, U operates on RH by differentiation.
We denote by ∂(U)RH the space of functions in RH obtained by dif-
ferentiation.
If V is one dimensional, then the ring RH is the ring of Laurent
polynomials C[z, z−1], and the function zi, for i 6= −1, is obtained as a
derivative d
dz
1
i+1
zi+1. Thus RH =
d
dz
RH ⊕ Cz
−1. If f =
∑
n anz
n is an
element of C[z, z−1], we denote by Resz=0 f the coefficient a−1 of z
−1 in
the expression of f . This linear form is characterized by the fact that
it vanishes on d
dz
RH.
By analogy to the one dimensional case, a linear functional on RH
vanishing on ∂(U)RH will be called a ‘residue’.
Let us thus analyze the space RH modulo ∂(U)RH.
Let us consider a set Φeq := {φ1, φ2, . . . , φN} of equations for H. A
subset σ of Φeq will be called a basis if the elements φk in σ form a
basis of V . We denote by B(Φeq) the set of such subsets σ. A subset
ν of Φeq will be called generating if the elements φk in ν generate the
vector space V .
Definition 1.2. • Let σ := {α1, α2, . . . , αr} ∈ B(Φ
eq). Consider the
‘simple fraction’
fσ(z) :=
1∏r
k=1 αk(z)
.
We denote by SH the subspace ofRH generated by the elements fσ, σ ∈
B(Φeq).
• Let ν = [α1, . . . , αk] be a sequence of k elements of Φ
eq and n =
[n1, n2, . . . , nk] be a sequence of positive integers. We define
θ(ν,n) =
1
αn11 · · ·α
nk
k
.
• We denote by GH the subspace of RH generated by the elements
θ(ν,n) where ν is generating.
As the notation suggests, the spaces RH, SH and GH depend only
on H. The term simple fraction comes from the fact that if σ =
{φ1, φ2, . . . , φr} is a basis, then we can choose coordinates zi on U so
that φi(z) = zi, so that for this system of coordinates fσ(z) =
1∏r
i=1 zi
.
We recall the following ‘partial fraction’ decomposition theorem.
Lemma 1.3. Let ν be a subset of Φeq generating a t dimensional sub-
space of V . Then θ(ν,n) may be written as a linear combination of
elements θ(σ,m) = 1
α
m1
i1
···α
mt
it
where σ := {αi1 , . . . , αit} is a subset of ν
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consisting of t independent elements and m = {m1, . . . , mt} a sequence
of positive integers.
Example 1.4.
1
z1z2(z1 + z2)
=
1
z1(z1 + z2)2
+
1
z2(z1 + z2)2
.
Finally, the following theorem is proved in Brion-Vergne [4].
Theorem 1.5.
RH = ∂(U)RH ⊕ SH.
The projector, denoted by R, from RH to SH will be called the total
residue.
In view of this theorem, a residue is just a linear form on SH. WhenH
is the set of hyperplanes with equations the positive coroots of a simple
compact Lie group G, the dimension of SH is given by the product of
exponents of G ([11]). In Section 2, we will give an explicit basis for
SH for simple Lie algebras of type A,B and C (which defines the same
set of hyperplanes as B) with dual basis consisting of iterated residues.
1.2. Szenes polynomial. In this section and for the rest of the article,
V will denote a real vector space of dimension r.
Let U be the dual vector space of V . Let Λ be a lattice in V with
dual lattice Γ in U .
Let H := {H1, H2, . . . , HN} be a real arrangement of hyperplanes in
U . We say that Λ and H are compatible if the hyperplanes in H are
rational with respect to Λ, that is, they can be defined by equations
φk ∈ Λ. If Λ
′ is another lattice commensurable with Λ, then Λ′ and H
are also compatible.
Thus we now consider a lattice Λ and a real arrangement of hyper-
planes H = {H1, H2, . . . , HN} in U rational with respect to Λ.
We choose Φeq = {φ1, φ2, . . . , φN}, a set of defining equations for H,
with each φi in Λ. We sometimes refer to H only via its set of equations
Φeq and write H = ∪{φk = 0}.
We denote the complex arrangement defined by ∪{φk = 0} in UC by
the same letter H. We denote by UH = {
∏
k φk 6= 0} the corresponding
open subset of UC.
An admissible hyperplane W in V (for the system H) is an hyper-
plane generated by (r−1) linearly independent elements φk of Φ
eq. Such
an hyperplane will also be called an (admissible) wall. An admissible
affine wall is a translate of a wall by an element of Λ.
An element v ∈ V is called regular for (H,Λ) if v is not on any affine
wall (we will just say that v is regular). The meaning of the word
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τ1
τ2
e2
e1
Figure 1. T (H,Λ) for Example 1.6
regular is thus different for elements v ∈ V (v is not on any affine wall)
and u ∈ UC (u is such that
∏
k〈φk, u〉 6= 0). However, it will be clear
what regular means in the context.
A tope τ is a connected component of the complement of all affine
hyperplanes. Thus a tope τ is a connected open subset of V consisting
of regular elements. We denote the set of topes by T (H,Λ). As the
notation indicates, T (H,Λ) does not depend on the choice of equations
for H.
Example 1.6. Let V = Re1 ⊕ Re2 and Λ = Ze1 ⊕ Ze2. Let U be its
dual with basis {e1, e2}. We express z ∈ UC as z = z1e
1 + z2e
2, and
consider the set of hyperplanes
H = {{z1 = 0}, {z2 = 0}, {z1 + z2 = 0}}
with the set of equations Φeq = {e1, e2, e1+ e2}. Figure 1 depicts topes
associated to this pair.
Example 1.7. Let V = Re1 ⊕ Re2 and Λ = Ze1 ⊕ Ze2. Let U be its
dual with basis {e1, e2}. We express z ∈ UC as z = z1e
1 + z2e
2, and
consider the set of hyperplanes
H = {{z1 = 0}, {z2 = 0}, {z1 + z2 = 0}, {z1 − z2 = 0}}
with the set of equations Φeq = {e1, e2, e1+e2, e1−e2}. Figure 2 depicts
topes associated to this pair.
We denote by Vreg(H,Λ) (or simply Vreg) the set of (H,Λ) regular
elements of V . It is an open subset of V which is the disjoint union of
all topes.
A locally constant function on Vreg is a function on Vreg which is
constant on each tope. A piecewise polynomial function on Vreg is a
function on Vreg which is given by a polynomial expression on each
tope.
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τ1
τ2
τ3
e2
e1
Figure 2. T (H,Λ) for Example 1.7
If t ∈ R, we denote by [t] the integral part of t, and by {t} = t− [t]
the fractional part of t. If γ ∈ Γ vanishes on an admissible hyperplane
W , and c is a constant, then the function v → {〈γ, v〉+ c} is piecewise
polynomial (piecewise linear) and is periodic with respect to Λ. Szenes
residue formula provides an algorithm to describe Bernoulli series in
terms of these basic functions.
Definition 1.8. Let MH be the space of functions h/Q where Q is a
product of linear forms belonging to Φeq, and h a holomorphic function
defined in a neighborhood of 0 in UC.
We define the space RˆH as the space of functions hˆ/Q where hˆ =∑∞
k=0 Pk is a formal power series and Q is a product of linear forms
belonging to Φeq as before.
Taking the Taylor series hˆ of h at 0 defines an injective map from
MH to RˆH. The projector R from RH to SH extends to RˆH. Indeed
R vanishes outside the homogeneous components of degree −r of the
graded space RH. Thus if h/Q is an element inMH, with Q a product
of N elements of Φeq, we take the Taylor series [h]N−r of h up to order
N − r, and define R( h
Q
) = R( [h]N−r
Q
). For example, the equality
ezt
ez − 1
=
1
z
(z
ezt
ez − 1
)
identifies the function e
zt
ez−1
to an element of MH with H = {0}. Note
that each homogeneous term of the Taylor series expansion
z
ezt
ez − 1
=
∞∑
k=0
B(k, t)
zk
k!
,
where B(k, t) is the kth Bernoulli polynomial in t as before, is a poly-
nomial in t.
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Let f ∈ RH, z ∈ UH and γ ∈ Γ. Then if z is small, 2iπγ − z is still
a regular element of U . Consider the series
S(f, z, v) =
∑
γ∈Γ
f(2iπγ − z)e〈v,2iπγ〉.
When f decreases sufficiently quickly at infinity, the series S(f, z, v)
is absolutely convergent and defines a continuous function of v. In
general, as f is of at most polynomial growth, the series∑
γ∈Γ
f(2iπγ − z)e〈v,2iπγ〉
is the Fourier series of a generalized function on V/Λ.
Multiplying S(f, z, v) by the exponential e−〈z,v〉 we introduce the
following definition.
Definition 1.9. Let f ∈ RH, z ∈ UH and small. We define the
generalized function of v by
AΛ(f)(z, v) =
∑
γ∈Γ
f(2iπγ − z)e〈v,2iπγ−z〉.
The meaning of AΛ(f) is clear : average the function z 7→ f(−z)e−〈v,z〉
over 2iπΓ in order to obtain a function on the complex torus UC/2iπΓ.
We consider AΛ(f)(z, v) as a generalized function of v ∈ V with
coefficients meromorphic functions of z on UC/2iπΓ. In fact, as we will
see, when f is in SH, the convergence of the series∑
γ∈Γ
f(2iπγ − z)e〈v,2iπγ〉
holds in the sense of the Fourier series of an L2- periodic function of
v ∈ V/Λ, and
v → e−〈v,z〉
(∑
γ∈Γ
f(2iπγ − z)e〈v,2iπγ〉
)
= AΛ(f)(z, v)
is a locally constant function of v ∈ Vreg with values in MH.
Note the covariance relation. For λ ∈ Λ,
(1.9.1) AΛ(f)(z, v + λ) = e−〈λ,z〉AΛ(f)(z, v).
It is easy to compare AΛ(f)(z, v) when we change the lattice Λ.
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Lemma 1.10. Let f ∈ RH. If Λ
1 ⊂ Λ2, then
(1.10.1) AΛ
2
(f)(z, v) = |Λ2/Λ1|−1
∑
λ∈Λ2/Λ1
AΛ
1
(f)(z, v + λ).
Proof. Denote the dual of Λi by Γi. Then,
AΛ
1
(f)(z, v + λ) =
∑
γ∈Γ1
f(2iπγ − z)e〈v+λ,2iπγ−z〉
and the sum over λ ∈ Λ2/Λ1 of e〈λ,2iπγ〉 is equal to 0 except when
γ ∈ Γ2. 
Example 1.11. Let V = R, Λ = Z, z ∈ C small, z 6= 0, and f(z) = 1
z
.
For v ∈ R,
AΛ(f)(z, v) =
∑
n∈Z
ev(2iπn−z)
(2iπn− z)
= e−zv
∑
n∈Z
e2iπnv
(2iπn− z)
.
This series is not absolutely convergent, but the oscillatory factor e2iπnv
insures the convergence in the distributional sense as a function of v.
We have
(1.11.1) AΛ(f)(z, v) =
e−[v]z
1− ez
(recall that [v] denotes the integral part of v).
Indeed, let us compute the L2-expansion of the periodic function
v 7→ e
(v−[v])z
1−ez
. By definition, this is
∑
n∈Z
(∫ 1
0
e(v−[v])z
1− ez
e−2iπnvdv
)
e2iπnv =
∑
n∈Z
(∫ 1
0
ev(z−2iπn)
1− ez
dv
)
e2iπnv
=
∑
n∈Z
e(z−2iπn) − 1
(1− ez)(z − 2iπn)
e2iπnv =
∑
n∈Z
1
(2iπn− z)
e2iπnv.
We see in this one dimensional example that AΛ(f)(z, v) is a locally
constant function of v.
In general, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1.12. If f ∈ SH, the function v → A
Λ(f)(z, v) is a locally
constant function on Vreg, with values in MH.
We prove this by computing AΛ(f)(z, v) explicitly for a simple frac-
tion f = fσ. Recall that the set of equations Φ
eq is a subset of Λ. Let
σ = {α1, α2, . . . , αr} be an element of B(Φ
eq). The elements αk belong
to Λ. Let Qσ := ⊕
r
k=1[0, 1)αk be the semi-open parallelepiped spanned
by σ.
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Definition 1.13. Let v be regular in V , and let σ ∈ B(Φeq) be a basis.
Define T (v, σ) to be the set of elements λ ∈ Λ such that v + λ ∈ Qσ.
This set depends only on the tope τ where v belongs, hence we denote
it by T (τ, σ).
Let Λσ be the sublattice of Λ generated by the elements in the basis
σ. Then the set T (τ, σ) contains exactly Λ/Λσ elements.
Proposition 1.14. If v ∈ τ and σ = {α1, α2, . . . , αr} ∈ B(Φ
eq),
AΛ(fσ)(z, v) =
1
|Λ/Λσ|
∑
λ∈T (τ,σ)
e〈λ,z〉∏r
i=1(1− e
〈αi,z〉)
.
Proof. If Λ = Λσ, the formula reduces to the one dimensional case.
Otherwise, we use Lemma 1.10 and the covariance formula 1.9.1. 
The dependance of AΛ(fσ)(z, v) on v is only via the tope τ where
v belongs. Thus we see that, for any f ∈ SH, the function v 7→
AΛ(f)(z, v) is a locally constant function on Vreg with value in MH.
Example 1.15. We return to the Example 1.6, where Φeq = {e1, e2, e1+
e2}. To describe the function v 7→ A
Λ(f)(z, v) on Vreg completely, it
suffices to give its expression on each tope τ1 and τ2 which are depicted
in Figure 1. This is true since any element of Vreg can be translated
to τ1 or τ2 by an element of Λ, and then one can use the covariance
relation (1.9.1).
Choose σ = {e1, e1 + e2} a basis of Φ
eq. Write z = z1e
1 + z2e
2 in the
dual space, then fσ(z) =
1
z1(z1+z2)
is in SH.
For v ∈ τ1
AΛ(fσ)(z, v) =
ez1
(1− ez1)(1− ez1+z2)
,
while if v ∈ τ2
AΛ(fσ)(z, v) =
1
(1− ez1)(1− ez1+z2)
.
For v ∈ Vreg, denote by Z
Λ(v) : SH →MH the map
(ZΛ(v)f)(z) = AΛ(f)(z, v).
This operator is locally constant. We denote its value on τ by ZΛ(τ):
(ZΛ(τ)f)(z) = AΛ(f)(z, v)
for any choice of v ∈ τ .
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We now define a piecewise polynomial function of v associated to a
function g(z) in RH.
First, the operator on MH given by multiplication by a function
h(z), that is f(z) 7→ h(z)f(z), is simply denoted by f 7→ hf .
If v ∈ V and g ∈ RH, then gv(z) = g(z)e
〈z,v〉 is a function in MH
depending on v.
Let v ∈ Vreg. Consider the map SH →MH which associates to f ∈
SH the function g(z)e
〈z,v〉(ZΛ(v)f)(z). We project back this function
on SH using the projector R. Thus the map
(1.15.1) f(z) 7→ R
(
g(z)e〈z,v〉(ZΛ(v)f)(z)
)
is a map from SH to SH depending on v. As SH is finite dimensional,
we can take the trace of this operator, and thus obtain a function of
v ∈ Vreg. Let us record this definition.
Definition 1.16. Let g ∈ RH. Define the function P (H,Λ, g) on
Vreg(H,Λ) by
P (H,Λ, g)(v) := TrSH
(
R gv Z
Λ(v)
)
.
Let us see that P (H,Λ, g)(v) is a polynomial function of v on each
tope τ . Indeed, to compute P (H,Λ, g)(v) using (1.15.1), we have to
compute the total residue of functions g(z)e〈z,v〉AΛ(fi)(z, v) with fi
varying over a basis of SH. If v ∈ τ , then A
Λ(fi)(z, v) = Z
Λ(τ)fi(z)
is constant in v. So when v stays in a tope τ , the dependance of
g(z)e〈z,v〉AΛ(fi)(z, v) = g(z)e
〈z,v〉(ZΛ(τ)fi)(z) on v is via e
〈z,v〉, and the
mapR involves only the Taylor series of this function up to some order.
Thus we have associated to g ∈ RH (and Λ) a piecewise polynomial
function P (H,Λ, g) on Vreg.
It is easy to compare piecewise polynomial functions P (H,Λ, g) as-
sociated to different lattices.
Let Λ1 ⊂ Λ2, then Vreg(H,Λ
2) ⊂ Vreg(H,Λ
1).
Lemma 1.17. If Λ1 ⊂ Λ2, then
(1.17.1) P (H,Λ2, g)(v) = |Λ2/Λ1|−1
∑
λ∈Λ2/Λ1
P (H,Λ1, g)(v + λ).
This follows immediately from Lemma 1.10.
Our next aim is to compute the piecewise polynomial function P (H,Λ, g)
using residues. We need more definitions.
An ordered basis of Φeq is a sequence [α1, α2, . . . , αr] of elements of
Φeq such that the underlying set is in B(Φeq). We denote the set of
ordered bases by
−→
B(Φeq).
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Let −→σ = [α1, α2, . . . , αr] ∈
−→
B(Φeq). Then, to this data, one asso-
ciates an iterated residue functional Res
−→σ onRH as follows. For z ∈ U ,
let zj = 〈z, αj〉. Then a function f inRH can be expressed as a function
f(z1, z2, . . . , zr). We define
Res
−→σ (f) := Resz1=0(Resz2=0 · · · (Reszr=0 f(z1, z2, . . . , zr)) · · · ).
Clearly Res
−→σ (fσ) = 1.
The functional Res
−→σ factors through the canonical projection R :
RH → SH: Res
−→σ = Res
−→σ R.
Definition 1.18. A diagonal subset of
−→
B(Φeq) is a subset
−→
D of
−→
B(Φeq)
such that the set of simple fractions fσ,
−→σ ∈
−→
D , forms a basis of SH:
SH = ⊕−→σ ∈−→DCfσ
and the dual basis to the basis {fσ,
−→σ ∈
−→
D} of SH is the set of linear
forms Res
−→σ , that is, Res
−→τ (fσ) = δ
τ
σ, for
−→σ ,−→τ ∈
−→
D .
A total order on Φeq allows us to construct the set of Orlik-Solomon
bases (see [4]), which provides diagonal basis of SH. However we will
also use some other diagonal subsets.
If B : SH →MH is an operator, the trace of the operator A := RB
is thus
Tr(A) :=
∑
−→σ ∈
−→
D
Res
−→σ Bfσ.
Definition 1.19. Let g ∈ RH and τ a connected component of Vreg.
We denote by P (H,Λ, g, τ)(v) the polynomial function on V such that
P (H,Λ, g)(v) = P (H,Λ, g, τ)(v)
for v ∈ τ .
Hence, we may give a more explicit formula for the polynomial
P (H,Λ, g, τ)(v) using a set
−→
D .
Proposition 1.20. Let g ∈ MH. Let τ ∈ T (H,Λ) be a tope. Let
−→
D
be a diagonal subset of
−→
B (Φeq). Then
P (H,Λ, g, τ)(v) =
∑
−→σ ∈
−→
D
Res
−→σ
(
e〈z,v〉g(z)ZΛ(τ)(fσ)(z)
)
.
Furthermore ZΛ(τ)(fσ)(z) is given explicitly by Proposition 1.14.
Thus, in principle, the above formula allows us to compute P (H,Λ, g).
It is important to remark that the determination of a diagonal subset
−→
D depends essentially only on the system of hyperplanes H and not on
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the choice of Φeq. The difficulties in writing an algorithm for P (H,Λ, g)
lies in the description of a diagonal subset
−→
D , and also for each σ ∈
−→
D ,
in the computation of AΛ(fσ). The difficulty of this last computation
depends on the lattice Λ.
Definition 1.21. Let Φeq ⊂ Λ. A basis σ ∈ B(Φeq) is called unimod-
ular (with respect to Λ) if σ is a basis of the lattice Λ. A set Φeq is
called unimodular, if any basis σ ∈ B(Φeq) is unimodular.
Example 1.22. The set
Φeq = {e1, e2, (e1 + e2), (e1 − e2)}
is contained in Λ = Ze1 + Ze2. Then σ = {e1 + e2, e1 − e2} belongs to
B(Φeq), and the index of Λσ in Λ is 2. So Φ
eq is not unimodular.
Definition 1.23. Let σ = {α1, α2, . . . , αr} be a basis. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
the linear form v → cσi (v) is the coefficient of v with respect to αi.
Consider the function {t} = t − [t]. On each open interval τ =
]n, n+1[, the function {t} coincides with the linear function t 7→ (t−n).
If σ is a unimodular basis, we express v =
∑r
i=1 c
σ
i (v)αi. Then
v −
r∑
i=1
[cσi (v)]αi =
r∑
i=1
{cσi (v)}αi
is in Qσ. Thus the set T (τ, σ) contains exactly the element λ =
−
∑r
i=1[c
σ
i (v)]αi (which depends only on the tope τ where v lies).
Corollary 1.24. Let σ be a unimodular basis in B(Φeq). Let v ∈ τ ,
and λ = −
∑r
i=1[c
σ
i (v)]αi. Then
AΛ(fσ)(z, v) =
e〈λ,z〉∏r
i=1(1− e
〈αi,z〉)
.
It may happen that even when the system Φeq is not unimodular
for the lattice Λ, we can choose
−→
D to consist of unimodular bases. In
particular, using Proposition 1.20, we can give an explicit algorithm for
computing the piecewise polynomial function P (H,Λ, g) for classical
root systems in the form of a step polynomial. Let us define what this
means.
Definition 1.25. Let
−→
D be a subset of
−→
B (Φeq). We denote by Step(
−→
D )
the algebra of functions on V generated by the piecewise linear func-
tions v → {cσi (v)} with σ running over
−→
D and 1 ≤ i ≤ r. An element
of the algebra Step(
−→
D ) will be called a step polynomial (associated to
−→
D ).
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It is clear that a step polynomial is a periodic function on V , which
is expressed by a polynomial formula on each tope.
Proposition 1.26. Let g ∈ GH. Assume that
−→
D is a diagonal subset
of
−→
B(Φeq) consisting of unimodular basis (with respect to Λ). Then
the piecewise polynomial function P (H,Λ, g) belongs to the algebra
Step(
−→
D ).
Proof. This is clear, as we have the formula
(1.26.1)
P (H,Λ, g)(v) =
∑
−→σ ∈
−→
D
Res
−→σ g(z)e
∑r
i=1{c
σ
i (v)}〈αi,z〉
1∏r
i=1(1− e
〈αi,z〉)
,
and the dependance on v is through the Taylor expansion (in z) of
e
∑r
i=1{c
σ
i (v)}〈αi,z〉 up to some order. 
1.3. Multiple Bernoulli series. We return to our main object of
study: the multiple Bernoulli series.
Let V , Λ and H be as before. We denote by Γ ⊂ U the dual lattice
to Λ, and by Γreg(H) the set Γ ∩ UH. If γ ∈ Γreg(H), a function g in
RH is defined on 2iπγ.
Definition 1.27. If g ∈ RH, the generalized function B(H,Λ, g)(v) on
V is defined by
B(H,Λ, g)(v) =
∑
γ∈Γreg(H)
g(2iπγ)e2iπ〈v,γ〉.
The above series converges in the space of generalized functions on
V .
We state some obvious properties of B(H,Λ, g).
Lemma 1.28. If Λ1 ⊂ Λ2, then
(1.28.1) B(H,Λ2, g)(v) = |Λ2/Λ1|−1
∑
λ∈Λ2/Λ1
B(H,Λ1, g)(v + λ).
If we dilate a lattice Λ by ℓ, and if g is homogeneous of degree h, we
clearly have
(1.28.2) B(H, ℓΛ, g)(v) = ℓ−hB(H,Λ, g)(
v
ℓ
).
With these two properties, we can compare B(H,Λ, g) over commen-
surable lattices.
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Definition 1.29. A generalized function b on V will be called piecewise
polynomial relative to H and Λ if
• the function b is locally L1,
• for each tope τ in T (H,Λ), there exists a polynomial function bτ
on V such that the restriction of b to τ coincides with the restriction
of the polynomial bτ to τ .
As an L1-function is entirely determined by its restriction to Vreg, we
will not distinguish between piecewise polynomial generalized functions
on V and piecewise polynomial functions on Vreg as defined in the
preceding section.
Be careful: the restriction to any tope τ of a piecewise polynomial
generalized function b is polynomial. However, the converse is not true.
For example the δ function of the lattice Λ restricts to 0 on any tope
τ , but is not a piecewise polynomial generalized function, as it is not a
locally L1-function.
Recall the definition of GH as given in Definition 1.2. If we multiply
g by a polynomial p, the function v 7→ B(H,Λ, pg)(v) is obtained from
the function B(H,Λ, g)(v) by differentiation (in the distribution sense).
Any function f in RH is of the form pg, with g ∈ GH. Thus we can
reduce the computation of B(H,Λ, f) to the computation of B(H,Λ, g)
for g ∈ GH. Thus the following proposition follows from calculations in
dimension one, Lemma 1.3 and the comparison formulae on different
lattices as given in Lemma 1.28.
Proposition 1.30. If f ∈ RH, the restriction to any tope τ of B(H,Λ, f)
is given by a polynomial function.
Furthermore, if f ∈ GH, the generalized function B(H,Λ, f) is a
piecewise polynomial generalized function.
Let us emphasize on the subtle difference between the conditions
f ∈ RH, or f ∈ GH. Consider f = 1 in the one dimensional space U
and H = {0}. The function f is not in GH. Let v ∈ V . Then
B(H,Λ, f)(v) =
∑
n 6=0
e2iπnv = −1 +
∑
n∈Z
e2iπnv.
Thus B(H,Λ, f)(v) is the constant function equal to −1 on any tope.
However, it has some singular part δZ, and is not locally L
1.
In contrast, if f =
1
z
, the generalized function
B(H,Λ, f)(v) =
∑
n 6=0
e2iπnv
2iπn
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1/2
−1/2
−1−2−3 1 2 3
Figure 3. Graph of B({0},Z, 1/z)(v) = 1
2
− {v}
is locally L1 and equal to the piecewise polynomial function−B(1, {v}) =
1/2− {v} (see Figure 3).
Definition 1.31. Let f ∈ RH. Given a tope τ in T (H,Λ), we denote
by B(H,Λ, f, τ) the polynomial function on V which coincides with
B(H,Λ, f) on the tope τ .
Remark 1.32. It is interesting to understand the space of polynomials
generated by the polynomial functions bτ = B(H,Λ, f, τ), when τ runs
over the topes, and the wall crossing formula between bτ1 and bτ2 when
τ1 and τ2 are adjacent. We addressed some aspects of these theoretical
questions in [3].
Consider the piecewise polynomial function P (H,Λ, f) on Vreg(H,Λ)
as given in Definition 1.16.
Theorem 1.33. (Szenes) Let f ∈ RH. On Vreg(H,Λ), we have the
equality
B(H,Λ, f) = P (H,Λ, f).
For completeness, we give a proof of this theorem in the Appendix.
Our Maple program computes, given data H, Λ, f , where H is the
hyperplane arrangement associated to a classical root system, a piece-
wise polynomial function on V in terms of step polynomials. Naturally,
we can also evaluate this function at any point v ∈ Vreg.
We return to the definition of multiple Bernoulli series in the way
we introduced them in the introduction.
Let V be a vector space with a lattice Λ with dual lattice Γ. We
considered Φ in the introduction as a list of elements of Λ. We then
introduced the following definition. Let Γreg(Φ) = {γ ∈ Γ; 〈φ, γ〉 6=
0 for all φ ∈ Φ} and defined
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(1.33.1) B(Φ,Λ)(v) =
∑
γ∈Γreg(Φ)
e〈2iπv,γ〉∏
φ∈Φ 〈2iπφ, γ〉
.
Consider H = ∪k{φk = 0} (some elements of the list Φ might define
the same hyperplane) and g(z) = 1/
∏
φ∈Φ 〈φ, z〉, then
B(Φ,Λ)(v) = B(H,Λ, g)(v).
We will also call the functions B(H,Λ, g)(v) multiple Bernoulli series.
2. Classical root systems
Let G be a simple, simply connected, compact Lie group of rank
r with maximal torus T . We denote the Lie algebra of T and G by
t and g respectively. Then the complexification h := tC is a Cartan
subalgebra of gC.
For α ∈ h∗, define (gC)α = {X ∈ gC; [H,X ] = 〈α,H〉X for all H ∈
h}. If α 6= 0 and (gC)α 6= 0, then α is called a root of h in gC. Let
R = R(gC, h) ⊂ h
∗ be the set of roots; roots α ∈ R take imaginary
values on t. We denote the root lattice by Q and its dual, the coweight
lattice, by Pˇ .
For α ∈ R, there exists a unique element Hα in [(gC)α, (gC)−α] satis-
fying 〈α,Hα〉 = 2; it is called the coroot associated to the root α. For
any α ∈ R, iHα is in t, and for any α, β ∈ R, β(Hα) is integral. The
lattice spanned by Hα is called the coroot lattice and denoted by Qˇ.
Define the weight lattice P = {λ ∈ h∗;λ(Hα) ∈ Z, ∀α ∈ R}; it is
the dual of the coroot lattice Qˇ. A regular weight λ ∈ P reg is such that
λ(Hα) 6= 0 for all Hα.
We denote by hR :=
∑
α RHα, the real span of coroots. In this
section we have V = hR, and its dual h
∗
R is denoted by U as before. We
follow the notation of Bourbaki for root data.
2.1. Diagonal subsets. To compute multiple Bernoulli series associ-
ated to classical root systems we need to construct explicit diagonal
bases for the corresponding SH. Such bases can be constructed by an
algorithmic procedure, based on Orlik-Solomon construction. However
in some cases one can describe a diagonal subset
−→
D of
−→
B (Φeq) whose
associated simple fractions form a basis for SH in a direct way, and
that we present now.
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2.1.1. The system of type Ar. Let n = r + 1. We consider R
n with
standard basis {e1, e2, . . . , en}. Let
Ar := [(ei − ej); 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n]
be the root system of type A and rank r.
Let {ei} be the dual basis to {ei} and
V = {v =
n∑
i=1
vie
i;
n∑
i=1
vi = 0}.
Let z =
∑n
i=1 z
iei be in U (hence
∑n
i=1 z
i = 0) and let HAr be the
system of hyperplanes in U given by
HAr = ∪1≤i<j≤n{z
i − zj = 0}.
We take the set
Φeq(Ar) = {e
i − ej ; 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
of positive coroots as equations of HAr .
One way to find a diagonal basis of SHAr is as follows.
Let Σ = [e1 − e2, e2 − e3, . . . , er − er+1] be the set of simple coroots.
For a permutation w, we denote by −→σ w = [e
w(i)− ew(i+1), i = 1, . . . , r].
Then −→σ w is an ordered basis associated to w, and the corresponding
simple fraction is fw(z) :=
1∏r
i=1(z
w(i)−zw(i+1))
.
Let Wr be the subset of the Weyl group Σr+1 of permutations of
{e1, e2, . . . , er+1} leaving the last element er+1 = en fixed. Recall the
following result (see for example Baldoni-Vergne [2] for a proof).
Proposition 2.1. The set
−→
DW consisting of ordered bases
−→σ w for
w ∈ Wr is a diagonal subset of
−→
B(Φeq(Ar)).
We use the above basis in our Maple program.
We now give another interesting diagonal subset.
Consider a sequence −→σ = [α2, α3, . . . , αn] where αi = e
i − ej with
j < i. That is, α2 = e
2 − e1, α3 = e
3 − e2 or e3 − e1, α4 = e
4 − e3, or
e4 − e2, or e4 − e1, etc. Clearly, −→σ is in
−→
B(Φeq(Ar)). We call such
−→σ
a f lag basis; there are r! such sequences −→σ .
Lemma 2.2. The set
−→
D (Ar) consisting of flag bases is a diagonal
subset of
−→
B(Φeq(Ar)).
We only need to prove that if −→σ and −→τ are two flag bases, then
Res
−→σ fτ = 0 unless
−→σ = −→τ . But this is evident.
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2.1.2. Systems of type Br or Cr. We consider V = R
r with standard
basis {e1, e2, . . . , er}.
Let
Br = [±ei,±(ei ± ej), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r]
be the root system of type B and rank r.
Let
Cr = [±2ei,±(ei ± ej), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r]
be the root system of type C and rank r.
As roots of systems of type B and C are proportional, the system
of hyperplanes in U = h∗R defined by coroots of B and C are the same,
and we denote it by HBCr . More precisely, let z =
∑r
i=1 z
iei in U , then
the system of hyperplanes HBCr in U is given by
HBCr = ∪1≤i<j≤r{z
i ± zj = 0} ∪ ∪1≤i≤r{z
i = 0}.
We take the set
Φeq(BCr) = ∪1≤i<j≤r{e
i ± ej = 0} ∪ ∪1≤i≤r{e
i = 0}
as equations of HBCr .
We define similarly a flag basis −→σ of Φeq(BCr). This is a basis of the
form −→σ = [α1, α2, . . . , αr] of r elements of Φ
eq(BCr) so that αi = e
i, or
ei − ej or ei + ej with j < i. That is, α1 = e
1, α2 = e
2 or e2 − e1, or
e2+ e1, α3 = e
3 or e3− e2, or e3+ e2, or e3− e1, or e3+ e1, etc. Clearly,
there are (1)(3)(5) · · · (2r − 1) such sequences −→σ .
Lemma 2.3. The set
−→
D (BCr) consisting of flag bases is a diagonal
subset of
−→
B(Φeq(BCr)).
Proof. We first prove, by induction on r, that simple fractions fb asso-
ciated to a flag basis b generate SHBCr . We use the identities
1
(xr − xi)
1
(xr + xi)
=
1
(xr + xi)
1
2xr
+
1
(xr − xi)
1
2xr
,
1
xr
1
(xr + xi)
= −
1
(xr + xi)
1
xi
+
1
xr
1
xi
,
1
xr
1
(xr − xi)
=
1
(xr − xi)
1
xi
−
1
xr
1
xi
,
to reduce to the case where a simple fraction fb contains a linear form of
type er, or er+ ei or er− ei in the denominator, but not any two at the
same time. Then, by induction on r, we see that a simple fraction fb
associated to flag basis b generates the space SHBCr . The dual property
on the elements of
−→
D (BCr) is evident. 
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Remark 2.4. Although the system Φeq(BCr) is not unimodular for
the lattice Λ = ⊕Zei, we see that any −→σ in the set
−→
D (BCr) above is
unimodular, so that the computation of ZΛ(τ)(fσ) is easy.
2.1.3. The system of type Dr. We consider V = R
r with standard basis
{e1, e2, . . . , er}. Let
Dr = [±(ei ± ej); 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r]
be the root system of type D and rank r.
Let z =
∑r
i=1 z
iei in U . We consider the system of hyperplanes
HDr = ∪1≤i<j≤r{z
i ± zj = 0}.
The dimension of SHDr is known to be (1)(3)(5) · · · (2r − 3)(r − 1).
However, we did not find a nice diagonal basis for SHDr . Instead, we
proceed as follows.
The set UHDr of regular elements for H
D
r contains UHBCr . Indeed, for
any z in UHDr , we have z
i ± zj 6= 0, but zi may equal zero.
We define the set
Uk,r := {z
k = 0, zi±zj 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r and zi 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, i 6= k}.
Then, we have the following disjoint decomposition
UHDr = UHBCr
⋃
∪rk=1Uk,r.
The set Uk,r is clearly isomorphic to the open set UHBCr−1 in rank r − 1
via the map ik which inserts a zero coordinate in position k, and hence,
(2.4.1) UHDr = UHBCr
⋃
∪rk=1ik(UHBCr−1).
The above decomposition allows us to reduce calculations in system of
type D to that of systems of type B or C.
2.2. Calculations of multiple Bernoulli series for type A. We
use the same notation as in Section 2.1.1.
Let QA ⊂ U be the root lattice generated by Ar, and PA ⊂ U be
the weight lattice. Then PA is generated by QA and e1−
1
r+1
(e1+ e2 +
· · ·+ er+1) and PA/QA is of cardinality r + 1.
Let Γ be a lattice such that QA ⊂ Γ ⊂ PA. We denote by Γreg =
Γ ∩ UHAr the set of regular elements in Γ.
Let Λ ⊂ V be the dual lattice to Γ, and let s = [sα] be a list of
exponents. Define
gA
s
(z) =
1∏
α>0 〈Hα, z〉
sα ,
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where the set {Hα, α > 0} is the set of positive coroots Φ
eq(Ar).
If v ∈ V ,
B(HAr ,Λ, g
A
s
)(v) =
∑
γ∈Γreg
e2iπ〈v,γ〉∏
α>0(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)
sα
.
If we use the diagonal basis
−→
DW for Φ
eq(Ar) as defined in Proposition
2.1, then the diagonal basis consists of elements [ew(1)−ew(2), . . . , ew(r)−
er+1] where w is a permutation leaving er+1 stable. Thus if we express
v =
∑r
i=1 vi(e
i − er+1), the algebra Step(
−→
DW ) consists of functions
{
∑
I vi} where I runs over subsets of {1, 2, . . . , r}.
We now discuss two simple cases, where Γ is either the weight lattice
PA, or the root lattice QA.
2.2.1. Bernoulli series for the weight lattice. If PA is the weight lat-
tice, then the dual of PA is the coroot lattice QˇA generated by simple
coroots Hα, and the system Φ
eq(Ar) of equations (the positive coroots)
is unimodular with respect to QˇA.
Thus B(HAr , QˇA, g
A
s
)(v) is a piecewise polynomial function of degree∑
α sα and lies in the algebra Step(
−→
DW ). Our program then gives
B(HAr , QˇA, g
A
s
)(v) as a polynomial expression of the functions {
∑
I vi}.
It also computes numerically the value of this function at any point v.
Example 2.5. Consider the root system of type A and of rank r = 2.
We assume all multiplicities sα = 1, and compute B(H
A
2 , QˇA, g
A
s
)(v) for
v = v1e
1 + v2e
2 + v3e
3 with v1 + v2 + v3 = 0. The simple coroots are
Hα1 = e
1 − e2 and Hα2 = e
2 − e3, and the remaining positive coroot
is their sum Hα1 +Hα2 . The dual lattice has basis dual to Hα1 , Hα2 .
Thus, for s = [1, 1, 1],
(2.5.1) B(HA2 , QˇA, g
A
s
)(v) =
′∑
m,n∈Z
e2iπmv1−2iπnv3
(2iπm)(2iπn)(2iπ(m+ n))
.
The symbol
∑′ above means that we sum over the integers m,n with
mn(m+ n) 6= 0.
Denoting the fractional part of t with {t} ∈ [0, 1[ as before, we obtain
that P (v1, v2, v3) = B(H
A
2 , QˇA, g
A
s
)(v1e
1 + v2e
2 + v3e
3) is equal to
(2.5.2)
1
6
({v2}−{v1})({v1}
2−3{v1+v2}{v1}+{v2}{v1}+3{v1+v2}−1−3{v1+v2}{v2}+{v2}
2).
We remark that the series (2.5.1) is not absolutely convergent, but the
sum has a meaning and is a piecewise polynomial function.
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Let us give some numerical examples. Consider again A2. Suppose
s = [10, 10, 10] and v1 = v2 = 0. Then
B(HA2 , QˇA, g
A
s
)(0) =
′∑
m,n
1
(2iπm)10(2iπn)10(2iπ(m+ n))10
is equal to
−
27739097
4174671932121099276691439616000000
.
Consider now the system of type A and rank r = 4. Suppose v =
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0]. We list the exponents with respect to the following order
on the roots
[e1−e2, e1−e3, e1−e4, e1−e5, e2−e3, e2−e4, e2−e5, e3−e4, e3−e5, e4−e5].
Then for s = [6, 6, 6, 6, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2] we have
B(HA4 , QˇA, g
A
s
)(0) =
1
(2iπ)38
×
′∑ 1
m61m
4
2m
2
3m
2
4(m1 +m2)
6(m1 +m2 +m3)6(m1 +m2 +m3 +m4)6(m2 +m3)2(m2 +m3 +m4)2(m3 +m4)2
=
66581757
2081416538897698301902069565296214016000000000
,
while for s = [4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4] we obtain
B(HA4 , QˇA, g
A
s )(0) =
3998447009863
19318834119102098604968210835862034086625280000000000
.
2.2.2. Bernoulli series for the root lattice. Let ξ =
∑r
j=1(e
j − er+1).
Then a system of representatives for PˇA/QˇA consists of the elements
λj =
j
r+1
ξ, with j varying between 0 and r. Thus, using Formula
(1.28.1),
B(HAr , PˇA, g
A
s
)(v) =
1
r + 1
r∑
j=0
B(HAr , QˇA, g
A
s
)(v + λj).
We obtain an expression for B(HAr , PˇA, g
A
s
) in terms of the functions
{(
∑
I vi) + c/(r + 1)} where c are integers between 0 and r.
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Recall Example 2.5. For the same data, we now compute B(HA2 , PˇA, g
A
s
)
for v = v1e
1 + v2e
2 + v3e
3 with v1 + v2 + v3 = 0. Hence, we express
v = v1(e
1 − e2)− v3(e
2 − e3), and compute for s = [1, 1, 1] :
B(HA2 , PˇA, g
A
s
)(v) =
′∑
m,n
e2iπm(v1−v2)+2iπn(v2−v3)
(2iπ(2m− n))(2iπ(2n−m))(2iπ(m+ n))
.
This is equal to
1
3
(
P (v1, v2, v3) + P (v1 +
1
3
, v2 +
1
3
, v3 −
2
3
) + P (v1 +
2
3
, v2 +
2
3
, v3 −
4
3
)
)
where P is the piecewise polynomial function given in Equation (2.5.2).
2.3. Calculation of multiple Bernoulli series for types C and
B. We use the same notation as in Section 2.1.2.
We now consider the system HBCr of hyperplanes in U
HBCr = ∪1≤i≤r{z
i = 0} ∪ ∪1≤i<j≤r{z
i ± zj = 0}.
Let Λ be a lattice commensurable with ⊕Zei, with dual lattice Γ.
Denote simply by Γreg = Γreg(H
BC
r ). If g ∈ RHBCr ,
(2.5.3) B(HBCr ,Λ, g)(v) =
∑
γ∈Γreg
g(2iπγ)e2iπ〈v,γ〉.
2.3.1. Root system Cr. Let PC be the weight lattice of the root system
Cr. We thus have the coroot lattice QˇC = ⊕
r
i=1Ze
i.
Let s = [sα] be a list of exponents and let
gC
s
(z) =
1∏
α>0 〈Hα, z〉
sα .
Here {Hα, α > 0} are positive coroots of the system Cr, which are
explicitly
{ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, (ei ± ej), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r}.
Clearly, the function gC
s
belongs to RHBCr .
If v ∈ V ,
B(HBCr , QˇC , g
C
s
)(v) =
∑
γ∈(PC )reg
e2iπ〈v,γ〉∏
α>0(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)
sα
.
The function B(HBCr , QˇC , g
C
s
) is a piecewise polynomial function on
V of degree
∑
α sα. We use the diagonal basis constructed in Section
2.1.2 to compute it. Let us now compute the example given in the
introduction, which corresponds to C2, and the exponent s = [2, 1, 1, 1]
ordered in accordance with the order [2e1, 2e2, e1+e2, e1−e2] of positive
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roots (so that corootsHα are in order [e
1, e2, e1+e2, e1−e2]). We express
v = v1e
1 + v2e
2 and compute
B(HBC2 , QˇC , g
C
s
)(v) =
′∑
m,n
e2iπmv1+2iπnv2
(2iπm)2(2iπn)(2iπ(m+ n))(2iπ(m− n))
.
This piecewise polynomial function is given by
(2.5.4)
B(HBC2 , QˇC , g
C
s )(v) = Q(v1, v2) =
−
1
160
{−v2 + v1}
5 − 1/48 {v1}
2 + 1/24 {v1}
3 + 1/24 {v2 + v1}
3 {v2}−
1/48 {v2 + v1}
4 {v2}−1/48 {v2 + v1}
2 {v2}−
1
960
{v2 + v1}+
1
96
{v2 + v1}
2−
1
96
{v2 + v1}
3 −
1
192
{v2 + v1}
4 +
1
960
{−v2 + v1}+
1
96
{−v2 + v1}
2−
1/32 {−v2 + v1}
3 +
5
192
{−v2 + v1}
4 − 1/48 {v1}
4 + 1/24 {v1}
2 {v2}−
1/12 {v1}
3 {v2}+1/24 {v1}
4 {v2}+
1
160
{v2 + v1}
5+1/24 {−v2 + v1}
3 {v2}−
1/48 {−v2 + v1}
4 {v2} − 1/48 {−v2 + v1}
2 {v2} .
Let’s see what happens on a tope. Figure 2 depicts topes associated
to the pair Φeq(BC2) = {e
1, e2, e1 + e2, e1 − e2} and Λ = Ze1 ⊕ Ze2.
Consider for example the tope
τ2 = {v1 > 0, v2 > 0, v1 > v2, v1 + v2 < 1}.
Then on τ2, the piecewise polynomial function B(H
BC
2 , QˇC , g
C
s
)(v) co-
incides with the polynomial
(2.5.5) B(HBC2 , QˇC , g
C
s
)(v) = Qτ2(v1, v2) =
1
8
(−
1
60
v2+1/2 v1
2v2−v1
3v2+1/6 v2
2−v1v2
2+v1v2
3+v1
2v2
2−1/6 v2
3+1/6 v2
4+1/2 v1
4v2−v1
2v2
3−
7
30
v2
5)
If we compute Qτ2(v1, v2) for v1 =
1
15
, v2 =
1
30
we obtain − 276037
5832000000
.
We give some more numerical examples with different exponents.
For example, we may compute with exponents s = [s1, s2, s3, s4]
associated to the order of roots [2e1, 2e2, e1+e2, e1−e2] and v = [v1, v2]
B(HBC2 , QˇC , g
C
s )(v1e
1+v2e
2) =
′∑
m,n
e2iπmv1+2iπnv2
(2iπm)s1(2iπn)s2(2iπ(m+ n))s3(2iπ(m− n))s4
=
{
810650239
132316540312500
if s=[2,2,1,1] and v=[1/5, 1/19]
47036110438854761301636459941
1529174429579197250943325345977126782238720
if s=[2,3,4,5] and v=[1/7, 1/17]
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2.3.2. Root system Br. We consider the root system of type B and
rank r. Let Γ = PB be the lattice of weights of B, and as before the
dual lattice generated by the coroots is denoted by QˇB.
Let s = [sα] be a list of exponents and
gB
s
(z) =
1∏
α>0 〈Hα, z〉
sα .
Here, again, {Hα, α > 0} are positive coroots of the system Br.
If v ∈ V , s = [sα] then
B(HBCr , QˇB, g
B
s
)(v) =
∑
γ∈(PB)reg
e2iπ〈v,γ〉∏
α>0(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)
sα
.
Clearly, as long coroots of B are twice the short coroots of C, and
short coroots of B are long coroots of C, we have
gB
s
= c1g
C
s
, where c1 =
1
2s2e1+···+s2er
.
We then use the comparison formula with two lattices. Indeed, we
have 2QˇC ⊂ QˇB. The lattice 2QˇC is of index 2
r−1 in QˇB and a set of
representatives is given, for example, by
F := {0, ei1+ei2+· · ·+eik , 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik, k = 2j, 1 ≤ j ≤ [r/2]}.
We then use Formulae (1.28.1) and (1.28.2). Since gC
s
is homogeneous
of degree −
∑
α sα, we obtain
B(HBCr , QˇB, g
B
s
)(v) =
1
2r−1
c2
(∑
λ∈F
B(HBCr , QˇC , g
C
s
)(
v + λ
2
)
)
where c2 = 2
∑
1≤i<j≤r sei−ej+sei+ej . In particular, if s = [m, . . . ,m], then
c2 = 2
r(r−1)m.
For example, forB2, we compute for v = v1e
1+v2e
2 and multiplicities
s = [2, 1, 1, 1] with respect to the order [e1 − e2, e2, e1 + e2, e1] of roots,
(2iπ)5B(HBC2 , QˇB, g
B
s
)(v) =
′∑
m1,m2
e2iπ((m1+1/2m2)v1+1/2m2v2)
m21m2 (2m1 + m2) (m2 +m1)
where the symbol
∑′ means that we sum over the m1, m2 with
(2m1 + m2) (m2 +m1)m2m1 6= 0.
We obtain
B(HBC2 , QˇB, g
B
s
)(v) = 2
(
Q(
v1
2
,
v2
2
) +Q(
v1 + 1
2
,
v2 + 1
2
)
)
where Q = B(HBC2 , QˇC , g
C
s
) is given in Equation (2.5.4).
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In particular, for u = [1/15, 1/30] we obtain
B(HBC2 , QˇB, g
B
s
)(u) =
−276037
5832000000
.
ForB3, we compute for v = v1e
1+v2e
2+v3e
3 and s = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] :
(2iπ)9B(HBC3 , QˇB , g
B
s
)(v) =
′∑
m1,m2,m3
e2iπ((m1+m2+1/2m3)v1+(m2+1/2m3)v2+1/2m3v3)
(2m1 + 2m2 + m3) (2m2 + m3)m3m1 (m1 + 2m2 +m3) (m1 +m2) (m1 +m2 +m3)m2 (m2 +m3)
.
We obtain
B(HBC3 , QˇB, g
B
s
)(v) =
24
(
S(
v1
2
,
v2
2
,
v3
2
) + S(
v1 + 1
2
,
v2 + 1
2
,
v3
2
) + S(
v1 + 1
2
,
v2
2
,
v3 + 1
2
) + S(
v1
2
,
v2 + 1
2
,
v3 + 1
2
)
)
where S = B(HBC3 , QˇC , g
C
s
) is a piecewise polynomial that is too long
to be included here.
2.4. Calculation of multiple Bernoulli series for type D. We
follow the same notation as in Section 2.1.3.
Let HDr = ∪i,j{z
i ± zj = 0, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r}, and let s = [sα] be
a list of exponents. The ordering of elements in the list s is taken to
match the following ordering [e1−e2, e1−e3, . . . , e1−er, e2−e3, . . . , e1+
e2, . . . , er−1 + er] of positive roots of the system Dr.
Consider
gD
s
(z) =
1∏
α>0 〈Hα, z〉
sα ,
where {Hα, α > 0} are positive coroots of Dr.
We embed the list of roots of Dr in to the list of roots of Br by
writing the short roots ei of Br at the very end of the list. We denote
by S = [sα, 0, . . . , 0] the list obtained from s by adjoining r zeros to its
end. Then, by construction, we have
gD
s
(z) = gB
S
(z).
We now associate to the list s a list of exponents sk for the system
B of rank r − 1. In s we eliminate the position corresponding to the
roots ei ± ek for i < k, and ek ± ei for i > k. Then we assign the
value sei+ek + sei−ek to the exponent corresponding to root ei of Br−1
for i < k , similarly we assign the value sek+ei + sek−ei to the exponent
corresponding to the root ei of Br−1 for i > k.
We also let ik(v) to be the vector with r − 1 coordinates obtained
from v =
∑r
i=1 vie
i by putting vk = 0.
Let Γ = PD be the weight lattice of D and QˇD the dual lattice
generated by the coroots. Since PD is the weight lattice of the simply
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connected group Spin(2r), γ =
∑r
i=1 γ
iei is in PD if γ
i ± γj ∈ Z and
PD = PB. Consider the intersection of PD with the hyperplane z
k = 0.
Then, we see that this intersection is isomorphic to the weight lattice
of a system Cr−1,k of type C, rank r−1, embedded in C of rank r with
simple roots {e1 − e2, e2 − e3, . . . , ek−1 − ek+1, ek+1 − ek+2, . . . , er}.
Using the decomposition (2.4.1), we decompose the set of regular
elements of the lattice PD as a disjoint union of the set of regular
elements of the lattice PB and the set of regular elements of the lattice
PC of rank r − 1.
In particular, if γ ∈ (PD)reg and γk = 0, then
1∏
α>0
(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)sα
=
1∏
γi±γj 6=0,γk=0
(2iπ(γi − γj))
sei−ej (2iπ(γi + γj))
sei+ej
= ckg
C
sk
(ik(γ))
with ck = (−1)
∑r
j=k+1 sek−ej . In particular, if s = [m, . . . ,m], then ck =
(−1)(r−k)m.
Thus, we can compute multiple Bernoulli series for a system of type
Dr by using computations for types Br and Cr−1 with appropriate
exponents. More explicitly,
B(HDr , QˇD, g
D
s
)(v) =
∑
γ∈(PD)reg
e2iπ〈v,γ〉∏
α>0(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)
sα
=
B(HBCr , QˇB, g
B
S
)(v) +
r∑
k=1
ckB(H
BC
r−1, QˇCr−1,k , g
C
sk
)(ik(v)).
3. Witten formula for volumes of moduli spaces of flat
connections on surfaces
Let G be a simple, simply connected, compact Lie group of rank
r with maximal torus T . For g1, g2 ∈ G, we denote by [g1, g2] =
g1g2g
−1
1 g
−1
2 the commutator of g1, g2. Let Σ be a compact connected
oriented surface of genus g and let p := ∪j{pj} be a set of s points on
Σ. Let C := (Cj) be a set of s conjugacy classes in G. We consider the
representation variety
M(G, g, s, C) := {(a, c) ∈ G2g × C;
g∏
i=1
[a2i−1, a2i] =
s∏
j=1
cj}/G.
If the adjoint orbits Cj are generic, this is an orbifold of dimension
(2g − 2) dimG + s dimG/T . It parameterizes the set of flat G-valued
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connections on Σ− p, with holonomy around pj belonging to the con-
jugacy class Cj modulo gauge equivalence. As shown by Atiyah-Bott
[1], once a G-invariant inner product on g is chosen, the manifold
M(G, g, s, C) carries a natural symplectic form, and Witten gave a
formula for the volume of M(G, g, s, C) that we recall.
We use the notation of Section 2. We need some more definitions.
Let R+ be a choice of positive roots; denote the highest root of
R by θ. Let h+ := {h ∈ hR; α(h) ≥ 0 for all α ∈ R
+} be the
positive chamber (closed) in hR. Let A := {h ∈ h+; θ(h) ≤ 1} be
the fundamental alcove. An element of A is said to be regular if it lies
strictly inside the alcove.
Let W = W (gC, h) be the Weyl group (identified with NG(T )/T ).
We now give the Witten formula.
Let a = {a1, a2, . . . , as} be a set of regular elements in A ⊂ h+. Let
Cj be the adjoint orbit of exp(aj); we denote the collection of orbits Cj
by C.
Consider the function on h∗ given by
Na(λ) =
s∏
j=1
∑
w∈W
ε(w)e〈waj ,λ〉.
Let Φ = Φ(G) be the list of positive coroots Hα. Define
W (Φ(G), P, g, s)(a) :=
∑
γ∈P reg
Na(2iπγ)∏
Hα∈Φ
(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)2g−2+s
.
The above expression is always meaningful as a generalized function
of the parameters aj . If s = 0, this formula has to be understood as
W (Φ(G), P, g) =
∑
γ∈P reg
1∏
Hα∈Φ
(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)2g−2
which is meaningful if g ≥ 2.
Interchanging the sum and the product, Na(λ) may be expressed as
Na(λ) =
∑
(w1,w2,...,ws)∈W s
s∏
j=1
ε(wj)e
∑s
j=1 〈wjaj ,λ〉.
Hence the function W (Φ(G), P, g, s)(a) can be expressed as a sum over
W s with signs of Bernoulli series B(Φ2g−2+s, Qˇ)(
∑
j wjaj). Here, as
before, Φ2g−2+s means that each coroot in Φ is taken with multiplicity
2g − 2 + s.
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As is well known, the series W (Φ(G), P, g, s)(a) computes the sym-
plectic volume ofM(G, g, s, C) up to a scalar factor, which we will give
in the next section.
Let us now recall the normalization of the volume as the limit of the
Verlinde formula.
We need some more notation.
Let ( | ) denote the G-invariant symmetric form on gC normalized
such that (Hθ|Hθ) = 2. We will use the same notation for the restricted
form on h, and the induced form on h∗. We call ( | ) the basic invariant
form. It is positive definite on the real span hR, and negative definite
on t.
Let hˇ := ρ(Hθ) + 1 be the dual Coxeter number, where ρ is the
half sum of positive roots. Let Qlong ⊂ Q be the lattice spanned by
long roots. The basic invariant form identifies hR and hR
∗; under this
isomorphism the coroot lattice Qˇ is identified to Qlong. Let q be the
index of Qlong in Q, and let f be the index of Q in P . Let Z = Z(G)
denote the center of G.
For a positive integer ℓ, define the set
Pℓ := {µ ∈ P ∩ h
∗
+;µ(Hθ) ≤ ℓ}.
An element of Pℓ is said to be a weight of level ℓ. We denote by
P ′ℓ the subset of Pℓ consisting of elements µ satisfying µ(Hθ) < ℓ and
µ(Hα) > 0 for any simple root α. By definition of hˇ, there is a bijection
between sets Pℓ and P
′
ℓ+hˇ
via µ 7→ µ+ ρ.
Consider the maximal torus T of G with Lie algebra t. If t = expX ∈
T , with X ∈ t, and α is a root (which takes imaginary values on t),
we denote by eα(t) = e〈α,X〉. Let ∆(t) =
∏
α∈R(e
α(t)− 1). An element
of T is said to be regular if ∆(t) 6= 0. Denote by Tℓ the subgroup of
elements t of T such that eα(t) is ℓ+ hˇ root of unity for each long root
α. We denote the set of regular elements in Tℓ by T
reg
ℓ .
We now give the Verlinde formula.
Consider the set λ = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λs} with λi ∈ Pℓ. Then to this
collection of weights λ of level ℓ, the groupG, and a nonnegative integer
g, is associated a vector space V(G, g, s, λ, ℓ) (see [16]), called the space
of conformal blocks, whose dimension is given by the Verlinde formula
V (G, λ, g, ℓ):
V (G, λ, g, ℓ) = (fq)g−1(ℓ+ hˇ)r(g−1)
∑
t∈T regℓ /W
χV (λ)(t)
∆(t)g−1
.
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Above r is the rank of G, V (λ) = Vλ1 ⊗ Vλ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vλs where Vλi
denotes the simple g module with highest weight λi, and χVλ denotes
the character of Vλ. By Weyl character formula χVλ = J(e
λ+ρ)/J(eρ)
where J(eν) =
∑
w∈W
ε(w)ewν.
We remark that if
∑s
i=1 λi is not in the root lattice, then V (G, λ, g, ℓ)
is zero.
Under the isomorphism given by the basic invariant form, an element
a lying in A ⊂ h+ defines an element aˆ of h
∗
+. We now consider a
collection {a1, a2, . . . , as} of rational elements in A, that is, each aj lies
in the dense subset A∩ (Qˇ⊗Q) ⊂ A. We may choose ℓ large enough so
that each λj := ℓaˆj is a weight; which then lies in Pℓ. We furthermore
choose ℓ so that
∑s
j=1 λj is in the root lattice and consider the space
of conformal blocks V(G, g, s, λ, ℓ) associated to this collection λ =
{λ1, λ2, . . . , λs}. We can dilate simultaneously the weights λj and the
level ℓ by a factor k. Then, the function
k → dim(V(G, g, s, [kλ1, kλ2, · · · , kλs], kℓ))
is a quasi-polynomial in k of degree m = dim(G)(g − 1) + s|R+|, the
complex dimension of the moduli space M(G, g, s, C). The volume
computes the highest term of this quasi-polynomial. More precisely,
vol(M(G, g, s, C)) = lim
k→∞
(ℓk)−mdim(V(G, g, s, [kℓaˆ1, . . . , kℓaˆs], kℓ).
Proposition 3.1. Let a = {a1, · · · , as} be a collection of regular ra-
tional elements in A. Let vol(G, g)(a) denote the symplectic volume of
the moduli space M(G, g, s, C). Then,
vol(G, g)(a) = (fq)g−1
|Z|
|W |
ǫ
p(2g−2+s)
G (−1)
(g−1)|Φ(G)|W (Φ(G), P, g, s)(a),
where p is the number of short positive roots of G, and ǫG = 2 for any
simple Lie group except G2, it is equal to 3 for G2.
We recall that for simply laced groups p = 0 since all roots are
considered as long.
Proof. Choose ℓ so that each λj := ℓaˆj lies in Pℓ and
∑s
j=1 λj is a root.
Then,
vol(G, g)(a) = lim
k→∞
1
(kℓ)m
V (G, kλ, g, kℓ),
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where m = dim(G)(g−1)+s|R+| is the dimension of the moduli space
M(G, g, s, C) and
V (G, kλ, g, kℓ) = (fq)g−1(kℓ+ hˇ)r(g−1)
∑
t∈T regkℓ /W
χV (kλ)(t)
∆(t)g−1
.
An element µ ∈ Pℓ determines a unique regular element hµ ∈ A, the
image of µ+ρ
ℓ+hˇ
under the identification given by the basic invariant form.
Denote the image of hµ under the exponential map by tµ ∈ TC. The
set {tµ : µ ∈ Pℓ} form a set of representatives for T
reg
ℓ /W . Using also
the bijection between sets Pℓ and P
′
ℓ+hˇ
via µ 7→ µ+ ρ,
V (G, kλ, g, kℓ) = (fq)g−1(kℓ+ hˇ)r(g−1)
∑
µ+ρ∈P ′
kℓ+hˇ
χV (kλ)(tµ)
∆(tµ)g−1
= (fq)g−1(kℓ+ hˇ)r(g−1)|W |−1
∑
µ+ρ∈W ·P ′
kℓ+hˇ
∏s
j=1 J(e
kλj+ρ)(tµ)
(J(eρ)(tµ))s∆(tµ)g−1
= (fq)
g−1
|W |
(kℓ+ hˇ)r(g−1)(−1)|∆
+|(g−1)
∑
µ+ρ∈W ·P ′
kℓ+hˇ
∏s
j=1 J(e
kλj+ρ)(tµ)
(J(eρ)(tµ))2g−2+s
.
The second line above follows from the fact that both χV (λ)(t) and
∆(t) are W -invariant. The third line follows from the second by the
identity ∆(t) = J(eρ)(t)J(eρ)(t) = (−1)|R
+|(J(eρ)(t))2.
We now analyze the above formula as k gets large.
The expression
s∏
j=1
J(ekλj+ρ)(tµ) =
s∏
j=1
∑
w∈W
ε(w)ew(kλj+ρ)(tµ)
=
s∏
j=1
∑
w∈W
ε(w) exp
(
2iπ
(
µ+ ρ|
w(kℓaˆj + ρ)
kℓ+ hˇ
))
.
Now as k gets large, the expression exp
(
2iπ
(
µ+ ρ|
w(kℓaˆj+ρ)
kℓ+hˇ
))
ap-
proaches to exp(2iπ(µ+ρ|waˆj)). Observe also that the setW ·P
′
kℓ+hˇ
ap-
proaches P reg. Denote an element µ+ρ of this limiting set by γ. Hence,∏s
j=1 J(e
kλj+ρ)(tµ) approaches
∏s
j=1
∑
w∈W
ε(w)e〈2iπγ,waj〉 = Na(2iπγ).
Now we analyze the denominator of the summand,
1
J(eρ)(tµ)
=
1∏
α>0(e
α/2(tµ)− e−α/2(tµ))
=
1∏
α>0 2i sin(π
(α|µ+ρ)
kℓ+hˇ
)
.
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This expression explodes at each central vertex and the contribution
from each, as k gets large, is (kℓ+hˇ)
|R+|∏
α>0 2iπ(α|µ+ρ)
Also observe that, for
z ∈ Z(G) both T regℓ and ∆(t) is invariant under t 7→ tz. Moreover,
since
∑s
i=1 λi is in the root lattice by construction, χV (kλ)(t) is also
invariant. Therefore, we may add all these equal contributions from
central vertices. (see also Remark 5.8. [15]). Hence, we get that the
expression ∑
µ+ρ∈W ·P ′
kℓ+hˇ
∏s
j=1 J(e
kλj+ρ)(tµ)
(J(eρ)(tµ))2g−2+s
approaches
|Z(G)|(kℓ+ hˇ)|R
+|(2g−2+s)
∑
γ∈P reg
Na(2iπγ)∏
α>0(2iπ(α|γ))
2g−2+s
.
By virtue of the normalization in the basic invariant form, if α is a
long root we have 〈Hα, γ〉 = (α|γ); otherwise 〈Hα, γ〉 = ǫG(α|γ), where
ǫG = 2 for any simple Lie group except G2, it is equal to 3 for G2. Using
also that the dimension of G is r + 2|R+|, and that |R+| = |Φ(G)|, we
obtain
lim
k→∞
1
(kℓ)m
V (G, kλ, g, kℓ)
= (fq)g−1
|Z(G)|
|W |
(−1)|Φ(G)|(g−1)ǫ
p(2g−2+s)
G W (Φ(G), P, g, s)(a)
as claimed. 
Remark 3.2. In the case of one marking, the Verlinde formula reduces
to
V (G, λ, g, ℓ) = (fq)g−1(ℓ+ hˇ)r(g−1)
∑
t∈T regℓ
eλ(t)
D(t)∆(t)g−1
,
where D(t) =
∏
α>0(1− e
−α(t)).
Following the same line of arguments as in the proof of Proposition
3.1 we get that for s = 1 with λ = ℓaˆ lying in the root lattice,
(3.2.1)
vol(G, g)(a) = (fq)g−1|Z|ǫ
p(2g−1)
G (−1)
(g−1)|Φ|
∑
γ∈P reg
e〈a,2iπγ〉∏
Hα∈Φ
(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)2g−1
.
That is,
vol(G, g)(a) = (fq)g−1|Z|ǫ
p(2g−1)
G (−1)
(g−1)|Φ|B(Φ2g−1, Qˇ)(a).
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Let us demonstrate this with an example.
Example 3.3. We consider the moduli space of SU(2) bundles on a
Riemann surface of genus g with one marking.
Let a = tHα be a regular element in A; in other words, 0 < t < 1/2.
Let aˆ ∈ h∗R denote the dual of a ∈ A under the isomorphism given by
the basic invariant form. The Verlinde formula for SU(2) with marking
λ = ℓaˆ = ℓtα ∈ Pℓ such that tℓ is a positive integer (that is, λ lies in
the root lattice) is
V (SU(2), tℓα, g, ℓ) = 2g−1(ℓ+2)g−12(−1)g
∞∑
n=0
cg,t(n)(ℓ+2)
2g−1−nB(2g − 1− n, t)
(2g − 1− n)!
,
where cg,t(n) is the n
th coefficient of the Taylor series expansion of
ex(g−2t)
(
x
ex−1
)2g−1
in x around zero, andB(p, t) denotes the pth Bernoulli
polynomial in t. Clearly cg,t(0) = 1.
In the expression for V (SU(2), tkℓα, g, kℓ) the highest term in k oc-
curs when n = 0. Hence,
vol(SU(2), g)(a) = lim
k→∞
V (SU(2), tkℓα, g, kℓ)
(kℓ + 2)3g−2
= 2g−12(−1)gcg,t(0)
B(2g−1,t)
(2g−1)!
= 2g(−1)g B(2g−1,t)
(2g−1)!
We now calculate the volume using Equation (3.2.1).
We have P = Zρ with 〈ρ,Hα〉 = 1. In this case, with the notation of
Proposition 3.1, s = 1, p = 0, q = 1, f = 2 and |Z(SU(2))| = 2, hence
2p(2g−1)(fq)g−1|Z(G)| = 2g. Using the expression (3.2.1) of the volume
in the one marking case,
2g(−1)(g−1)|Φ|
∑
γ∈P reg
e〈a,2iπγ〉∏
Hα∈Φ
(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)2g−1
= 2g(−1)g−1
∑
n 6=0
e2iπtn
(2iπn)2g−1
= 2g(−1)g
B(2g − 1, t)
(2g − 1)!
.
Clearly we get the same formula.
3.1. Volume of the moduli space as a function of the volume
of T and G. Let us recall the formula for the symplectic volume of
the moduli space M(G, g, s, C) for a set of s regular conjugacy classes
C = (Cj) in G as given by E. Witten ([17] equation 4.1.14),
(3.3.1)
vol(M(G, g, s, C)) =
|Z(G)|
(2π)2m
vol(G)2g−2vol(G/T )s
∑
λ∈IrrG
∏s
j=1[χVλ(Cj)
√
∆(Cj)]
dimVλ
2g−2+s
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where 2m is the real dimension ofM(G, g, s, C), and IrrG denotes the
set of irreducible representations of G. Above vol(G), vol(G/T ) are
Riemannian volumes of G and G/T which we now express following
Bourbaki (Ch. IX, pages 396-411):
Choose a g-invariant scalar product. This determines a Lebesgue
measure µ on g, via identification of g with Rn by an orthonormal
basis. Similarly let τ be the Lesbegue measure on t corresponding to
the restriction of the scalar product on t. We can construct from µ and
τ Haar measures µG and µT on G and T respectively.
Since we aim to compare the volume formula in Proposition 3.1 with
that of Witten in Equation (3.3.1), we choose the normalized Killing
form as the g-invariant scalar product in the above construction, as
this was our choice in the previous section. Then, for this choice, with
respect to µG and µT constructed as above, we get that
vol(G) = (fq)1/2(2π)|R
+|+r 1∏
α>0(α|ρ)
, vol(G/T ) =
(2π)|R
+|∏
α>0 (α|ρ)
.
Recall from the previous section that
∆(t) = J(eρ)(t)J(eρ)(t) = (−1)|R
+|(J(eρ)(t))2,
hence it takes positive values on a regular element t. Then, parametriz-
ing irreducible representations of G with the cone of dominant weights
P+, for Cj the adjoint orbit of exp(aj), we may write
χVλ(Cj) =
∑
w∈W
ε(w)e2iπ〈w(λ+ρ),aj〉
i|R+|
√
∆(Cj)
.
Let d(γ) =
∏
α>0
〈γ,Hα〉
〈ρ,Hα〉
; it computes the dimension of Vγ−ρ.
Thus∑
λ∈IrrG
∏s
j=1 χVλ(Cj)
√
∆(Cj)
dimVλ
2g−2+s =
∑
λ∈P+
∏s
j=1Naj (2iπ(λ+ ρ))
is|R+|d(λ+ ρ)2g−2+s
.
Observe that the summand above is invariant under the Weyl group
(both the numerator and the denominator are anti-invariant by factor
(sign(w))s for a Weyl group element w). We get,
∑
λ∈IrrG
∏s
j=1 χVλ(Cj)
√
∆(Cj)
dimVλ
2g−2+s =
1
|W |
∑
γ∈P reg
∏s
j=1Naj (2iπγ)
is|R+|d(γ)2g−2+s
.
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Inserting the explicit expressions for the volume of G and G/T above
into Equation (3.3.1), all (2π) factors cancel, and combining the terms
we get
vol(M(G, g, s, C)) = |Z|
|W |
(fq)g−1
(
∏
α>0 〈ρ,Hα〉)
2g−2+s
(
∏
α>0(α|ρ))
2g−2+s (−1)
(g−1)|R+|W (Φ(G), P, g)(a)
= |Z|
|W |
(fq)g−1ǫ
p(2g−2+s)
G (−1)
(g−1)|R+|W (Φ(G), P, g)(a),
which is precisely the formula that we obtained in Proposition 3.1.
4. Various examples of volume calculations
Example 4.1. We now compute the volume of the moduli space of
SU(3) bundles on a Riemann surface of genus one using the Witten
series.
Simple roots are α1 = e1−e2, α2 = e2−e3, and fundamental weights
are ̟1 =
2e1−e2−e3
3
, ̟2 =
e1+e2−2e3
3
. The positive coroots are
Φ(SU(3)) = {Hα1 = e
1 − e2, Hα2 = e
2 − e3, Hα1+α2 = e
1 − e3}
and P = Z̟1⊕Z̟2. Let γ = n1̟1+n2̟2. Then γ ∈ P
reg if and only
if n1 6= 0, n2 6= 0 and n1 + n2 6= 0.
Consider
a = a1Hα1 + a2Hα2 = a1(e
1 − e3) + (a2 − a1)(e
2 − e3) ∈ hR.
Suppose that a is a regular element in A, in other words, 2a1 − a2 > 0
2a2−a1 > 0 (in particular a1 > 0 and a2 > 0) and θ(a1Hα1 +a2Hα2) =
a1 + a2 < 1.
We compute the volume using the Formula (3.2.1). In this case,
s = 1, p = 0, q = 1, f = 3 and |Z(SU(3))| = 3; hence, for g = 1,
2p(2g−1)(fq)g−1|Z(G)| = 3.
vol(SU(3), g = 1)(a) = 3
∑
γ∈Preg
e2iπ〈a,γ〉∏
Hα∈Φ
2iπ〈Hα, γ〉
= 3
∑
n1 6=0,n2 6=0,n1+n2 6=0
e2iπ(n1a1+n2a2)
(2iπn1)(2iπn2)(2iπ(n1 + n2))
and we obtain
vol(SU(3), g = 1)(a) =
{
−1/2(1 + a1 − 2a2)(a1 − 1 + a2)(2a1 − a2), a1 ≤ a2
−1/2(a1 − 2a2)(a1 − 1 + a2)(2a1 − 1− a2) a1 ≥ a2
Example 4.2. With the notation of Example 4.1, we make similar
computations for SU(3) when genus g = 2.
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We compute the volume employing the Formula (3.2.1). In this
case, s = 1, p = 0, q = 1, f = 3, |Z(SU(3))| = 3, hence, for g = 2,
2s(2g−1)(fq)g−1|Z(G)|(−1)(g−1)|Φ| = −32.
vol(SU(3), g = 2)(a) = −9
∑
γ∈Preg
e2iπ〈a,γ〉∏
Hα∈Φ
(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)3
= −9
∑
n1 6=0,n2 6=0,n1+n2 6=0
e2iπ(n1a1+n2a2)
(2iπn1)3(2iπn2)3(2iπ(n1 + n2))3
and we obtain
vol(SU(3), g = 2)(a) =
{
1/40320(a2 − 2a1)(a2 − 1 + a1)(−1 + 2a2 − a1)P1, a1 ≤ a2
1/40320(a2 + 1− 2a1)(2a2 − a1)(a2 − 1 + a1)P2, a1 ≥ a2
where the polynomials P1 and P2 above are too long to be included in
here.
Example 4.3. We now give an example of the volume of the moduli
space of Spin(5) bundles on a Riemann surface of genus g = 1 with one
marking.
Positive roots are {α1 + α2 = e1, α2 = e2, θ = e1 + e2, α1 = e1 −
e2}, with associated coroots He1 = 2e
1, He2 = 2e
2, He1−e2 = e
1 − e2,
He1+e2 = e
1 + e2.
Let a = a1Hα1 + a2Hα2 be a regular element in A; in other words,
a1 > a2, 2a2 > a1, 2a2 < 1. We can express a as a = t1e
1 + t2e
2 (with
t1 = a1 and t2 = 2a2 − a1), t1 and t2 satisfy t1 > t2, t2 > 0, t1 + t2 < 1.
We calculate the volume for B2 and genus g = 1 employing the
Formula (3.2.1). In this case, s = 1, p = 2, q = 2, f = 2, |Z(Spin5)| =
2. Hence, for g = 1,
2s(2g−1)(fq)g−1|Z(Spin)|(−1)(g−1)|Φ| = 8.
We get,
vol(B2, g = 1)(a) =
1
2
t2(t1 − 1)(t1 − 1 + t2)(t1 − t2)
= (2a2 − a1)(a1 − 1)(−1 + 2a2)(a1 − a2).
Example 4.4. With the notation of Example 4.3, we compute the
volume of the moduli space of Spin(5) bundles on a Riemann surface
of genus one and two markings.
Let a = {a1, a2}, where a1 and a2 are regular elements in A. Write
a1 = t1e
1 + t2e
2 and a2 = u1e
1 + u2e
2. Then the function vol(B2, 1)(a)
is a piecewise polynomial function of t1, t2, u1, u2. For example, choose
v1 =
1
2
e1 + 1
5
e2, v2 =
1
7
e1 + 1
9
e2 and consider τ(v) ⊂ A × A, the open
set determined by the condition that a1 + w(a2) is in the same tope
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Table 1. Value tables
G-type q f p |Z(G)| |W |
Ar 1 r + 1 0 r + 1 (r + 1)!
Br 2 2 r 2 2
rr!
Cr 2
r−1 2 r(r − 1) 2 2rr!
Dr 1 4 0 4 2
r−1r!
as v1 + w(v2) for each element w in the Weyl group of B2. Then for
a ∈ τ(v), we have
vol(B2, 1)(a) = 4W (Φ(B2), P, 1, 2)(a) =
−
1
60
u2u1
5 + 1/6 t2u2t1u1
3 − 1/6 t2u2
3t1u1 + 1/6 u2
3u1t2
2 − 1/6 u2t2
2u1
3 − 1/12 u2
3u1t2
3+
1/12 u2t2
3u1
3−
1
60
u2
5t1u1+1/12 t2u2t1
3u1
3−1/4 t2u2t1
2u1
3+1/4 t2u2
3t1
2u1+1/6 t2
2u2t1u1
3−
1/6 t2
2u2
3t1u1 +
1
60
u2t1u1
5 − 1/12 t2
3u2t1u1
3 +1/12 t2
3u2
3t1u1 − 1/12 t2u2
3t1
3u1 +
1
60
u2
5u1.
We compute some values.
vol(B2, 1)(a) =
{ 141791
372163703625
if a1 =
1
2
e1 +
1
5
e2 and a2 =
1
7
e1 +
1
9
e2
1418037104720960397931
3721637036250000000000000000
if a1 = (
1
2
+ 1
10000
)e1 + (
1
5
+ 1
100000
)e2 and a2 =
1
7
e1 +
1
9
e2
5. More examples
In this section we will compute some instances of the Witten volume
using the formula
vol(G, g)(a) =W (Φ(G), P, g, s)(a)2p(2g−2+s)(fq)g−1|Z(G)|(−1)(g−1)|Φ(G)||W |−1
as given in Proposition 3.1. We will denote by cvol the factor
cvol := 2
p(2g−2+s)(fq)g−1|Z(G)|(−1)(g−1)|Φ(G)||W |−1.
For convenience, we list values of the parameters in cvol for each type
of classical Lie group in Table 1.
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5.1. Tables of volumes of moduli spaces. We simply denote by
vol(G, g) the Witten volume in the case of no marking, that is, when
s = 0. We will list some values of vol(G, g) for classical Lie groups in
Tables 2 and 3. We will also list some values of the factor cvol that
we will need in Section 5.2 to compare our computations with other
numerical results in literature.
Computations are very quick for rank less or equal to 4 (and rel-
atively small genus). Beyond rank 5, computations cannot be made
within a time limit of half-hour with our method.
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5.2. Comparison results. In this section we compare some of our
computations of vol(G, g) with that of Komori-Matsumoto-Tsumura
([7],[8],[9]). The setting is as follows.
As before, G is a simple, compact Lie group of rank r. We do not
assume that G is simply-connected. Let L be the weight lattice of G.
Let P be the weight lattice of the simply connected group covering G
and let Q be its root lattice. Then, Q ⊂ L ⊂ P . Let P+ be the ‘cone’
of dominant weights, and let L+ = L ∩ P+.
Let s = [sα] be a sequence of real variables indexed by the positive
roots R+. For v ∈ hR, Komori-Matsumoto-Tsumura introduced
ζ(s, v, G) =
∑
γ∈ρ+L+
e2iπ〈v,γ〉
∏
α∈R+
1
〈γ,Hα〉
sα .
If G is simply connected, then L = P , and we may denote ζ(s, v, G) by
ζ(s, v, g), or for the Lie algebra g of type Xr by ζ(s, v, Xr) as in [9].
Example 5.1. Consider the simply connected group G = SU(4); its
positive roots are
[e1 − e2, e2 − e3, e3 − e4, e1 − e3, e2 − e4, e1 − e4].
The cone of dominant weights is the simplicial cone generated by
fundamental weights ω1, ω2 and ω3 that are dual to simple coroots
e1−e2, e2−e3 and e3−e4 respectively. Then, if we order the exponents
s = [si] with respect to the order of the roots as given above,
ζ(s, v, SU(4)) = ζ(s, v, A3)
=
∞∑
m1=1
∞∑
m2=1
∞∑
m3=1
e2iπ〈v,m1ω1+m2ω2+m3ω3〉
ms11 m
s2
2 m
s3
3 (m1 +m2)
s4(m2 +m3)s5(m1 +m2 +m3)s6
.
The series ζ(s, v, G) converges when the exponents sα are sufficiently
large. It can be shown that ζ(s, v, G) can be continued as a meromor-
phic function of s. Let S =
∑
sα. Suppose sα are the same for all
short roots, respectively for all long roots, and both are equal to posi-
tive even integers (that are not necessarily the same positive even inte-
gers). Then (2π)−Sζ(s, 0, G) is rational. Indeed, using the invariance of
the sum under the Weyl groupW , (2π)−Sζ(s, 0, G) is proportional to a
Bernoulli series (with repetition of coroots in Φ matching the exponent
data) which is obtained by summing over all the regular elements of
the full lattice L. More precisely,
(5.1.1)
ζ(s, 0, G)
(2π)S
= |W |−1iS
∑
γ∈Lreg
1∏
α∈R+(2iπ〈γ,Hα〉)
sα
,
B
E
R
N
O
U
L
L
I
S
E
R
IE
S
A
N
D
V
O
L
U
M
E
S
O
F
M
O
D
U
L
I
S
P
A
C
E
S
4
3
G g vol(G, g) cvol
2 1
20160
- 3
2
3 19
41513472000
9
2
4 1031
189225711747072000
- 27
2
5 32293
487445433460457472000000
81
2
A2 6
27739097
34359439770544026968653824000000
- 243
2
7 29835840687589
3031957229004108930561012205092864000000000
729
2
8 71810708985991
598678146610235332992855225968816553984000000000
- 2187
2
9 221137132669842886663
151246026314426013297816671756013269041872371712000000000000
6561
2
10 7252062205115875364801443
406913205782775738093852803149608268676912309073384308736000000000000
- 19683
2
2 23
653837184000
2
3
3 14081
64814699109633048576000000
8
3
A3 4
17634884778757
11155091763154851836756404076509396992000000000
32
3
5 4257463829989959473
367215613941141638310663592914134282922173229170688000000000000
128
3
2 1
27303661403504640000
5
24
A4 3
3998447009863
18546080754338014660769482402427552723160268800000000
25
24
4 63897294036759565910707701677
45362078256453588666977436687320229387024422032399906211071677239139256762368000000000000
125
24
A5 2
46511
1266317152743400113929736683520000000
- 1
20
2 1
36
4
3 1
32400
16
4 1
14288400
64
5 1
5715360000
256
D2 6
1
2240649734400
1024
7 477481
417483460137744000000
4096
8 1
340802824602240000
16384
9 13082689
1737399167709235430400000000
65536
10 1924313689
99574446563452076311839744000000
262144
2 23
653837184000
2
3
D3 3
14081
64814699109633048576000000
8
3
4 17634884778757
11155091763154851836756404076509396992000000000
32
3
5 4257463829989959473
367215613941141638310663592914134282922173229170688000000000000
128
3
2 68227
1084047447508315948449792000000
1
12
D4 3
3727283292300079
4163527227475565552987044342329298418787470879468908707840000000000
1
3
4 1
1018
5372550944533148798111597103943896132463
401595287497255375910389668105337327730608192879514113863554560467009086512201613320691542243934208
4
3
D5 2
24136975469
949559334622106350631397499004290699425805762560000000000
1
120
Table 2. Witten volumes with s = 0 type A, D
4
4
V
E
L
L
E
D
A
B
A
L
D
O
N
I,
A
R
Z
U
B
O
Y
S
A
L
A
N
D
M
IC
H
E`
L
E
V
E
R
G
N
E
G g vol(G, g) cvol
2 1
604800
16
3 4799
444609285120000
1024
4 830287
1058640085457339793408000
65536
5 15426208283
26882357138658593827179724800000000
4194304
B2 6
116091757826572267
276425625559496603207535068049765826560000000000
268435456
7 89010391857578264959599577
289587313199907652270725517206183101789728520798208000000000000
17179869184
8 11895139004463387894854541173
52877369206125057710964488249573327181156553092261268684800000000000000
1099511627776
9 633808384316154355255792820511421021
3849636942831172456365873314390564274746568066276449044888380984262656000000000000000
70368744177664
10 37272442737128198664590284425995639982427091128187
309322223503982769661277518134242125943776840468695068262378581664562780524641356087296000000000000000000
4503599627370496
2 19
4302395130249216000
−32
3
3 82197390067823
9138251172376454624670846219476498015846400000000
8192
3
B3 4
4942776168078403026588037
259372284831214187236355852194766861663874462695850253729180680192000000000000
−2097152
3
5 354908282467357148490713188145792722330626811
101787848969140024613480397739898042540441070542192393712407652560102158237674544102913901274865860608
536870912
3
B4 2
4999
1099339586242016873556223477363507200000
16
3
3 290525115705512122541476428433
29110138980741515852319493982928220072033854458512007601770585360017103402900354236416000000000000000
16384
3
B5 2
673653727654631
1145031992084337393955364755047070523026083511420277985481064448000000000000
−
32
15
2 1
604800
16
3 479
444609285120000
1024
4 830287
1058640085457339793408000
65536
5 15426208283
26882357138658593827179724800000000
65536
C2 6
116091757826572267
276425625559496603207535068049765826560000000000
268435456
7 89010391857578264959599577
289587313199907652270725517206183101789728520798208000000000000
17179869184
8 11895139004463387894854541173
52877369206125057710964488249573327181156553092261268684800000000000000
1099511627776
9 633808384316154355255792820511421021
3849636942831172456365873314390564274746568066276449044888380984262656000000000000000
70368744177664
10 37272442737128198664590284425995639982427091128187
309322223503982769661277518134242125943776840468695068262378581664562780524641356087296000000000000000000
4503599627370496
2 19
33612461955072000
−4096
3
C3 3
328842292593389
2231018352630970367351280815301879398400000000
134217728
3
4 79085160601187541918557593
1978853491449082849398466889913687604247089101378252057870336000000000000
−4398046511104
3
5 22714138337998023353982263960846269191446635633
2094482639790168129930442330790580283190501742181628046218217852167087499488451550338298675200000000000000000
144115188075855872
3
2 2668859
2236612113936395006421353103360000000
4194304
3
C4 3
297521088216082657235423644965697
433774873327337441627971738322499693513421035684824103143372913599269142790144000000000000000
1125899906842624
3
C5 2
5395475362754527
1066394142885075317654167073822645957605991057511677952000000000000
−274877906944/15
15
Table 3. Witten volumes with s = 0 type B, C
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where the series on the right hand side is a multiple Bernoulli series
which has (in the case that it converges absolutely) rational value.
If all sα are equal to an even integer 2k, we denote the sequence s =
[sα] by s2k. Then, for exponents s2k, and G simply connected, we may
compute ζ(s2k, 0, G) using the Witten volume formula for g = k + 1,
ζ(s2k, 0, G) = |W |
−1(2π)2k|R
+|(−1)k|R
+|W (Φ(G), L, k + 1)(0)
= |W |−1(2π)2k|R
+|(−1)k|R
+| 1
cvol
vol(G, k + 1)(0).
(5.1.2)
Above Φ(G) denotes the set of positive coroots as before. Thus we can
use the values of the volume listed in the tables of the previous section
to compute some instances of the series ζ(s2k, 0, G).
We now demonstrate some computations of ζ(s2k, 0, G).
5.2.1. Examples of type Ar. Let n = r + 1. We consider the simply
connected group G = SU(n). If we write N = |R+| = n(n−1)
2
, then
Equation (5.1.2) is
ζ(s2k, 0, Ar) = (−1)
kN(2π)2kN
1
n!
1
cvol
vol(SU(n), k + 1)(0),
where cvol = n
k+1(−1)k
n(n−1)
2
1
n!
.
Thus we can recover, the values of ζ(s2k, 0, Ar) for n = 3, 4, 5, 6 using
Table 2.
For instance, if n = 3 (that is r = 2), and k = 1, then we have
N = 3, vol(SU(3), 2)(0) = 1
20160
and cvol = −3/2, and we obtain
ζ(s2, 0, A2) = (2π)
6(−1)3
1
3!
1
9(−1)3 1
3!
1
20160
= π6
1
2835
as in [10] equation 7.11.
We give one other example whose parameters are not contained in
the tables. Consider n = 4, k = 5. Then, N = 6 and
ζ(s2k, 0, A3) = (2π)
60 1393614066290742513412310095846
58203152419058513584890890509712229288124323632762771449711578369140625
5.2.2. Examples of type Br, Cr and Dr. For root systems of type Br
and Cr, the number of positive roots is N = r
2 and the order of the
Weyl group is |W | = r!2r. For example, for Br when all exponents
sα = 2k,
ζ(s2k, 0, Br) =
1
r!2r
(2π)2kN(−1)kNB(HBCr , QˇB, g
B
s2k
)(0)
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Explicitly for C2, fundamental weights are e1 and e1+e2, and positive
roots are [e1− e2, 2e2, 2e1, e1+ e2]. We consider the multiple zeta series
ζ([s1, s2, s3, s4], 0, C2) =
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
n=1
1
ms1ns2(m+ n)s3(m+ 2n)s4
,
where we order the exponents with respect to the order given in the
list of roots above. In the particular case that all si = 2, using |W | = 8
and values in Table 3, we find that for s2 = [2, 2, 2, 2]
ζ(s2, 0, C2) =
1
8
(−1)4(2π)8
1
16
1
604800
=
1
302400
π8,
which is the equation (7.23) of [10].
We also give an example of D4 with all exponents equal to 6 (that
is k = 3 and s6 = [6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6] ).
ζ(s6, 0, D4) =
5372550944533148798111597103943896132463
21770524158223250767856810653451043131130341521323218291199402843808716814637088000000000000000000
π72
It is also possible to compute ζ(s, 0, G) when the exponents in the
list s = [s1, s2, s3, s4] are different positive even integers for short and
long roots. We conclude with one example of this kind.
Consider the list of exponents [2, 4, 4, 2] corresponding to the list of
positive roots [e1 − e2, 2e2, 2e1, e1 + e2] of C2. Then,
ζ([2, 4, 4, 2], 0, C2) =
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
n=1
1
m2n4(m+ n)4(m+ 2n)2
= π12
53
6810804000
,
which coincides with equation (4.30) of [10].
5.3. Some multiple zeta values. Let k be a positive integer. Con-
sider the multiple zeta series
ζr(2k, 2k, . . . , 2k) :=
∞∑
m1=1
∞∑
m2=1
· · ·
∞∑
mr=1
1
m2k1
1
(m1 +m2)2k
· · ·
1
(m1 +m2 + · · · +mr)2k
.
Following [7], we want to demonstrate how the above series can be
computed using the Bernoulli series B(HBCr , QˇC , g
C
s
)(0) for the root
system of type Cr, where the exponents s = [sα] are taken to be 0 for
long positive roots, and 2k for short positive roots. Using the invariance
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of the sum under the Weyl group, which is of order 2rr! for Cr, we may
write
B(HBCr , QˇC , g
C
s
)(0) = 2rr!
∑
γ∈(P+C )reg
1∏
α>0(2iπ〈Hα, γ〉)
sα
.
A dominant integral regular weight γ ∈ (P+C )reg is of the form
γ =
∑r
i=1miωi with mi ≥ 1 (as before ωi denotes the fundamental
weights). Also recall that the root system of type Cr admits r long
roots {2ei}1≤i≤r, with corresponding (short) coroots {H2ei = e
i}1≤i≤r.
If we express H2ei = e
i = (ei − ei+1) + (ei+1 − ei+2) + · · · + er, then
〈H2ei, γ〉 = mi +mi+1 + · · ·+mr. Thus,
ζr(2k, 2k, . . . , 2k) = (−1)
kr(2π)2kr
1
2rr!
B(HBCr , QˇC , g
C
s
)(0).
For example, ζ2(4, 4) =
π8
113400
, ζ5(4, 4, 4, 4, 4) =
π20
548828480360160000
,
ζ5(6, 6, 6, 6, 6) =
π30
1347828286825972065254765625
.
6. Appendix: Szenes formula
Let H be an arrangement of hyperplanes compatible with a lattice
Λ. Let g ∈ RH. Consider
B(H,Λ, g)(v) =
∑
γ∈Γreg(H)
g(2iπγ)e2iπ〈v,γ〉.
This function (a generalized function on V ) coincide with a poly-
nomial function B(H,Λ, g, τ) on a tope τ (see Proposition 1.30). The
piecewise polynomial function P (H,Λ, g) has been defined in Definition
1.16. Following Szenes [13], we prove the following formula.
Theorem 6.1. (Szenes) Let g ∈ RH. On Vreg(H,Λ) we have the
equality
B(H,Λ, g) = P (H,Λ, g).
We recall that, for f ∈ SH,
ZΛ(v)(f)(z) =
∑
γ∈Γ
f(2iπγ − z)e〈v,2iπγ−z〉,
and P (H,Λ, g)(v) is the trace on SH of the operator A(v, g) : SH → SH
defined by
(6.1.1) f(z) 7→ R(e〈z,v〉g(z)(ZΛ(v)f)(z)).
Here R : RH → SH is the total residue.
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We first consider the one dimensional case where V = R, and Λ = Z.
Here H = {0}, with equation z = 0. The topes are the intervals
]− n, n + 1[, and the space SH is one dimensional with basis fσ =
1
z
.
Let τ =]0, 1[. Assume v ∈ τ so that [v] = 0. If we consider g(z) = 1
zk
,
the formula to be proven is
(6.1.2)
∑
n 6=0
e2iπnv
(2iπn)k
= Resz=0(
1
zk
ezv(ZΛ(τ)fσ)(z)).
As ZΛ(τ)(fσ)(z) =
1
1−ez
(see Example 1.11), we have thus to verify
that ∑
n 6=0
e2iπnv
(2iπn)k
= Resz=0(
1
zk
ezv
1
1− ez
).
The poles of the function 1
1−ez
consist of the elements 2iπn, with
n ∈ Z, and , when k ≥ 0, the equality above follows from the residue
theorem in one variable. If k < 0, both sides vanish (the left hand side
gives a generalized function supported on Z, the right hand side has
no poles).
Szenes formula generalizes this result in higher dimensions, which we
aim to demonstrate below.
Proof. We first remark that using both the comparison formulae (1.17)
and (1.28) over commensurable lattices, it suffices to prove the equality
for any lattice Λ (compatible with H) of our choice.
We will prove Theorem 6.1 by the standard ‘deletion-contraction’
argument on arrangement of hyperplanes.
Choose a set Φeq of equations for H. For φ ∈ Φeq, we consider the
following two arrangements:
• H′ = H \Hφ.
• H0 = {H ∩Hφ, H ∈ H
′}, the trace of the arrangement H′ on Hφ.
Consider the vector space V0 := V/Rφ, let p : V → V0 be the
projection. The dual space U0 of the vector space V0 is the hyperplane
Hφ.
We now compare the spaces SH, SH0 and SH′ .
Definition 6.2. We say that a function f ∈MH has at most a simple
pole along the hyperplane φ = 0 if φf ∈ MH′ . In this case, we define
resφf ∈MH0 by resφf = (φf)|Hφ
In other words, the meromorphic function f has at most a simple
pole on Hφ if the denominator of f contains the factor φ at most once.
Then we multiply f by φ, eliminating φ from the denominator of f ,
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and we can restrict φf to φ = 0. This operation kills the functions f
having no poles of φ = 0.
If f = 1
φ
f ′ with f ′ ∈MH′, then
(6.2.1) resφRf = Rresφf.
This is easy to verify using for example a decomposition of f ′ with
denominator on a set of independent hyperplanes (see Lemma 1.3).
The map resφ is well defined on SH, as elements in SH have at most
a simple pole on φ = 0. It is easy to prove that we have the exact
sequence
(6.2.2) 0 −−−→ SH′
i
−−−→ SH
resφ
−−−→ SH0 −−−→ 0.
Let v ∈ Vreg(Λ,H). Its projection v0 = p(v) belongs to Vreg(Λ0,H0).
Lemma 6.3. Let v ∈ Vreg(Λ,H) and f ∈ SH. Then
resφZ
Λ(v)(f) = −ZΛ0(v0)(resφf),
with v0 = p(v).
Proof. We have
ZΛ(v)(f)(z) =
∑
γ∈Γ
f(2iπγ − z)e〈v,2iπγ−z〉.
If γ is such that 〈φ, γ〉 6= 0, then the term f(2iπγ − z) has no pole on
φ = 0. Thus we obtain, for z ∈ Hφ,
resφZ
Λ(v)(f)(z) =
∑
γ∈Γ,〈γ,φ〉=0
(φ(z)f(2iπγ − z))|Hφe
〈v0,2iπγ−z〉
= −
∑
γ∈Γ,〈γ,φ〉=0
φ(2πγ − z)f(2iπγ − z)|Hφe
〈v0,2iπγ−z〉.

Let g ∈ RH′ , and let g0 be its restriction to Hφ. Then the operator
A(v, g) leaves SH′ stable.
If F has at most a simple pole on φ = 0, then gF also has at most
a simple pole on φ = 0, as g has no pole on φ = 0. Thus the maps
in the diagram below are well defined. Its commutativity follows from
Lemma 6.3.
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Lemma 6.4. Let g ∈ RH′. Then the following diagram is commuta-
tive.
(6.4.1)
0 −−−→ SH′ −−−→ SH −−−→ SH0 −−−→ 0yA(v,g) yA(v,g) y−A(v0,g0)
0 −−−→ SH′ −−−→ SH −−−→ SH0 −−−→ 0
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1 by induction on the number
of hyperplanes in H. If there are less than r hyperplanes, then SH =
{0}, the generalized function B(H,Λ, g) is supported on affine walls, so
both sides of the equation of Theorem 6.1 vanish.
Assume that H consists of r independent hyperplanes intersecting
on {0}. Changing the lattice Λ, we can eventually assume that Λ is
the lattice generated by the equations φk of the hyperplanes. Then,
the theorem follows from Formula (6.1.2) in the one dimensional case.
Assume that H have more than r hyperplanes. Then by the Lemma
1.3, we can write a function in RH as a sum of functions g whose poles
lie on an independent subset of hyperplanes of H, thus in number less
or equal to r. Thus RH is linearly generated by functions g such that
some equation φ ∈ Φeq is not a pole of g. We consider such a couple
(g, φ) and the arrangements H′ and H0 associated to φ by deletion and
contraction. The function g is in RH′ .
Let g0 ∈ RH0 be the restriction of g to Hφ. Thus B(H0,Λ0, g0) is a
generalized function on H∗φ = V/Rφ and p
∗B(H0,Λ0, g0) is a function
on V (constant in the direction φ).
We have the following recurrence relation for the function (eventually
generalized) B(H,Λ, g) associated to an element g ∈ RH′ .
Proposition 6.5. If g ∈ RH′, then
B(H,Λ, g) = B(H′,Λ, g)− p∗B(H0,Λ0, g0).
This is clear. Indeed the set Γreg(H
′) is larger than Γreg(H) as it may
contain also elements γ with 〈γ, φ〉 = 0. This additional summation
gives rise to the term B(H0,Λ0, g0).
Let v ∈ Vreg(H,Λ). As P (H,Λ, g)(v) is the trace of the operator
A(v, g) defined in (6.1.1), the commutativity of the diagram (6.4.1)
above implies that
P (H,Λ, g)(v) = P (H′,Λ, g)(v)− P (H0,Λ0, g0)(v0).
Comparing with Proposition 6.5, we see by induction that Szenes for-
mula holds. 
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